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A School of,Thrift
A Saving Account at this bank has been a School
of Thrift and a foundation of business success
for many people. The savings accounts of
students are invited. '

LEARN, TO SAVE SAVE TO LEARN

The Western Bank &TrustCo.
Twelfth and Vine Streets

Clifton Heights Branch at Hughes, Corner "
Clifton Avenue and McMillan Street'

INTEREST PAID ON
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

HOTEL 'ALMS
Inv~tes you every

SATURDA'y
and

SlJNDA y EVENING'
TO

DANCE

On the most wonderful dance floor
in Cincinnati

-:-

Jack Keefer's Ten-Piece Orchestra
and better than ev~r

DAN M. MYERS, Manager

I~~~
-You should be permanently totally dis-

abled,
- You should become blind,
- You should lose the use of both hands

or both feet or a hand and a foot,
-You should have a confining illness ex-

extending over several months,
-You should be .one of the 83 per ce~t

,vho at age of 65 are dependent upon
relatives, friends or charity for your
support,

What would hap,pen to your life's program?
Eliminate the hazards with an Old Age Income

Disability policy.
Your age on a post card will bring full infor-

mation.

W. A. R. Bruehl & Son
General Managers

Horne Life Insurance Company
FOURTH NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

CINCINNATI, OHIO



The Chicago Temple
Chicago, Illinois

HOLABIRD & ROCHE,
Architects

Drawn by Hugh Ferriss

"Building
a Picture"

HERE the architects envisioned a picture, saw the modern office building in
terms of the great art of the Middle Ages-and the result is a demonstration

that the utilitarian structure, the modern office build ~ng of commerce may be as
picturesque as it is practical. Vision, imagination, courage and practical ingenuity
in stylistic adaptation have enabled the architects of this country to astonish the
world with their achievements of today and their promise of tomorrow.

Certainly modern invention - modern engineering skill and organization, will
prove more than equal to the demands of the architecture of the future.

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
Offices in all Principal Cities ot the W orld



Interior View West End P ower 'Plant, Showing Four Turbo-
Generator Units, 3 1,250 K. V. A.

MANUFACTURERS who appreciate a fertile form the rate breaking point for a large portion of
and lucrative home market will do well to the freight that balances supply and demand among
consider Cincinnati as a desirable base for the States which lie to the East, West; South and

an operating headquarters or for branch house North.

activities. The 600 package cars, which leave the City daily,
The standards of living are considerably above the greatly facilitate deliveries of less than carload ship-

average levels of other major cities, without being ments to destinations east of the Missouri River-
correspondingly expensive to maintain. Lower the service approximating the reliability and speed
than average prices on stapes and indispensable of straight carload ~onsign~ents. ° •

commodities tend to e'evate the living scale while Ample Po~er for lndu~trlal ente:prl.ses ~s assu~e?
minimizing the financial burden upon the individual. ~y the electr ical gener.atlng and distributing facili-
Labor is chiefly skilled. ties of the Central Station Company.

. The Main Plant, known as the New West End
So great a propor tion of the people are home s- to. lof ens ineeri ki ll C t ta ion, IS a marve .0 engIneerIng s I. ompe en

owners as to have earned for Cincinnati the sobri- th iti h d it t b f th
° ., au orl les .ave pronounce I 0 e one 0 - e

quet of the "CIty of Homes,' which fact alone is ° I Iants J th ld f th
• 0 • most economlca pans In ewor or e pro-

convrncmg evidence of the sound foundation upon d . f electr ici b f ·f t·. uction 0 e ectrrcrty y means 0 steam-I no, m .
which the superstructure of a permanently pros- f hId fi I . b di f 11 h

•• ° act, t e comp ete an na em 0 iment 0 ateperous CIVICexistence has been created. . 0 • • "

best principles known today to the engineering P_fO-

Located at the center of population of the wealth- fession.
iest nation in the world, possessing taxable property Rates for Power are low and are found attractive
with an assessed valuation of' over $300;000,000.00, by leading factores that, in their own equipment
and annually producing manufactured products to and operations, combine up-to-date facilities with
a value in excess of $800,000,000.OO-the position of the most progressive management.
Cincinnati is unique and unusual. .. ..

Write for detatled figures and comparisons which
Over 200,000 miles of railways here converge and will be gladly furnished upon request.
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ANTOINE LAURENT LAVOISIER
1743-1794

Born in Paris, son of a weal thy
tradesman. As a student won
a prize for an essay on lighting
the streets of Paris. Held vari-
ous Governmen t posts. A mar-
tyr of the Reign of Terror.
Founder of modern chemistry.

This is the mark of the
General Electric Com-
pany, an organization
of 100,000 men and
women engaged in pro-
ducing the tools by
which el e ctri ci ty-
man's great servant-
is making the world a
better place to live in•

.•.

GENERAL ELECTRIC·

They couldn't destroy
the work he did

"The Republic has no need for savants,"
sneered a tool of Robespierre as he sent
Lavoisier, founder of modern chemistry, to
the guillotine. A century later the French
Government collected all the scientific
studies of this' great citizen of Paris and
published them, that the record of his re-
searches might be preserved for all time.
Lavoisier showed the errors of the theory
of phlogiston - that hypothetical, material
substance which was believed to be an e1e-
rnent of all combustible com.pounds and to
produce fire when liberated. He proved
fire to be the union of other elements with
a gas which he named oxygen.
Lavoisier's work goes on. In the Research
Laboratories of the General Electric Com-
pany the determination of the effects of
atmospheric aironlampfi1atnents,onrnetals
and on delicate instruments is possible be-
cause of the discoveries of Lavoisier and
his contemporaries.



RECLAMA TION
By A. J. WILDMAN, JR., Ch. E., '26.

SOMEWHERE along the Gulf Coast, a great swamp held dominion over a large area of land.
Under the swamp's protection, the. deer and the bear, the alligator and the moccasin had
found a haven for untold centuries. The cypress, the loblolly pine, and the tupelo gum,

barons of the mighty swamp, seemed to feel their power and arrogantly towered over the lesser
foliage, which made a tangled mat around the base of these giants of the forest,

Then came the World War, and Man looked enviously at the Swamp's domain. "A won-
derful location for a shipyard," he said. And so a great contest began, with the Engineer as Man's
Field Marshal in the war upon the S'A amp.

Soon the sound of the axe striking hard upon solid wood, followed by the. crash .of some
great lord of the Swamp, startled the humble dwellers of the land. The water thrush flew twitter-
ing in terror, the swallow-tailed hawk shrieked his defiance to the foe, while the cowardly moccasin
slunk to some dismal pool. Thus the Engineer began his war upon the Swamp by running lines,
"traverse lines," he called them.

But the Swamp was not a passive foe. Mapped by survey stake.s, pierced by corduroy roads,
and furrowed by canals, he joined a never-ceasing battle with the Engineer. Survey points, placed
upon stout piling, seemed to change their location as if some hostile spirit had moved them slightly
out of place. Canals filled, as if by magic, with oozing tons of black mud, stopping the flow of
water and flooding the adjacent land. Roads sank overnight. Workmen pulled their weary feet
from the muck at the end of a feverish day and whispered that a curse hung over the land and
that they would work no more.

But other men took their places and soon engines, pulling long strings of cars over huge
moles of clay, deposited great piles of construction materials. And so the Engineer saw his
dreams take physical form. He saw a great shipyard rise from the muck of the low land and
he rejoiced as a huge ship grew upon the ways, and plunged majestically into the launching basin.
Surely his battle with the Swamp was won.

Then the Armistice was signed, and shipbuilding was forgotten. So the great sh ipyar d be-
came quiet, and only a few men were left to repel the endless attack of the swamp. The mocca-
sin basked unmolested upon the clogged canals, the smilax and, bay tree covered the survey lines,
and the water thrush sang undisturbed in the thicket. "I have been defeated, but not conquered,"
challenged the Swamp. But the Engineer smiled .gr irn ly. He saw a vision, and he remembered
Venice and Petrograd.
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Co-op When students get together and dis- The Physics is a science which, along
Training cuss the merits of the co-operative sys- Nobel Prize with mathematics, form the very
for tern of education, the opinions ad- In Physics foundation upon which engineering
Executives vanced are many and various. Some in all of its branches is based. There-

talk about the familiarity wh ich one ac- fore, as students of engineering, who are privileged
quires with the construction and operation of plant to glin1pse the mysteries of the inner shrine of
machinery; others about the knowledge which one . physics, it is fitting that we join the world of
gains of actual commercial processes of manufac- science in doing honor to Robert Andrews Millikan,
ture, as -opposcd to theoretical .or laboratory meth- N abel Laureate in Physics.
ods. But, as a rule, the greatest advantage of all is For nearly a quarter of a century, Professor
not mentioned. Co-oping teaches one how to work Millikan was a member of the Department of.
with ot~er people for.t~e greatest mut~l~l_goo.d. Physics at the University of Chicago. 'I'wo years

P:actl~ally all posrtroris of resp~nslblhty In the ago he accepted the appointment as N orman Bridge
englneerIn~ world are of an exe.cutive natur.e .. Such professor of physics at the California Institute of
work requ:res, more than any thirig else, an m trmate Technology at Pasadena. In recognition of his
sympathetic knowledge~~"of human nature. The achievements in science, Professor Millikan holds
~bility to understand th~ 'yie:w-poi.nts of the work- honorary degrees from Oberlin, Columbia, N orth-
lng people, and to sense their at.titud e toward the western Pennsylvania, and Dublin. He is also well
"boss" is of enormous value, and is the one personal known to the public as an interpreter of scientific
attribute absolutely essential to the successful conceptions for the general reader. Those who have
executive. read "Seeing the Invisible" or the article, "Gulli-

Technical knowledge and "humanness" may be ver's Travels in Science" in the N ove~~er Scrib-
likened to the propeller and the engine respective- ners will understand how Professor Mrl likan won
1 'f Th 1 h' 11 h the Nobel prize, which carries with it an award of
y, 0 a steamer. e arger t e prope er, t e $40000 f hi b '11' . 1 k jn j l-t- - or IS rl rant experrmenta wor In ISO a -

faster the ship will move; but the largest propeller . ' d j 1 tifvi th 1 t He is the seventh. .. ... lng an Ie en 1 ylng e e ec ron.
In the world avails nothing when the engrne IS American to receive the Nobel prize, sharing that
dead. And the fullest posible technical knovvledge honor with Theodore Roosevelt, Elihu Root, W ood-
is well-nigh wor th less to one whose personality row Wilson, Alexis Carrel, Theodore Richards, and
is withered. A. A. Michelson.
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Self There is, perhaps, nothing that is so Eventually "He is a dreamer," the critics said of
Satisfaction detrimental to the progress of either an Jules Verne ~hen he predicted air-

individual or a group as that feeling of ships. How civilization has advanced! Henry Ford

If . f . . hi h Iikes fri j d 1 was laughed at, and yet he made the car for these -satis action In w IC everyone I es to In u gee
masses.

As engineers we are prone to think that a vigor- N ow the day of the "air flivver" is not far distant.
ous men ta.Iity can be developed only through a pur- Diminutive in size, exceedingly cheap in produc-
suit of scientific subj ects. Or we are distrustful of tion, and an undeniable success in exhaustive tests,
any other agency of influence and persuasion than this new machine gives good ground for the highest

ld 1 . W '1' d t 1 ld t 1 expectations.pure, co OgIC. .e are Inc me 0 .ie co ow are
inspirational methods, and to persuasion based on Let us consider the facts. The Dewoitine mono-

1. plane is a development of the glider that has been
persona rty. . d w i h h j Ell b .exper rmen te WIt so muc In urope ate y, ut IS

In this connection it is interesting to quote from no longer the frail craft in which everything was
an article entitled "The Engineer As a Leader In sacrificed to get rid of weight. The motor weighs
Business," by 1\1r. W. E, Wickenden, assistant vice-' 77 pounds, the monoplane itself, 230 pounds. The

id t A . T 1 h d T 1 h C gas weighing 44 pounds is sufficient for a 600-milepres I en, mcr ican e ep one an e egrap orn- .
trip, and the whole machine plus a 180-pound pilot

pany: weighs only 500 pounds. It can be duplicated for
"It is clear that the engineering graduate comes into com- $300.00.

petition with the non-engineering graduate in a considerable Th" . I f hId d h' f d
area. The work here consists chiefly of the supervision of e lnl tra ,su~cess 0 t e pane excee e t e on -
operations which have a technological foundation, but in est hopes of the inventor. In it Barbot achieved
which success depends principally upon selecting, training, wor ld fame by winning the 2,000 franc prize, offered
organizing and directing people, measuring and developing by the Paris Mat in, for the first aviator to cross and
their proficiency, maintaining standards, promoting morale recross the English Channel in a low-powered rna-
and meeting emergencies with prompt resourcefulness. In 1 ' d B b d id Tt t th toni hi 1 hi h' , . C11n e an ar 0tIl a e as 0nl sIng y 19such work, technical tr aming does not enable a second-rate ' , .
man to win out over an abler man with good education. rate of 130 miles to the gallon. Another Important
Since there is no surplus of first-class engineering graduates feature is the fact that the plane can rise from the
available, the present tendency is to reserve these for posi- ground at from 12 to 14 miles per hour w ith a run of
tions which put a considerable premium on technical educa- less than 100 feet and descend in less space. Surely
tion. In recruiting for the optional positions, there is a h" , ' . d ti d t ' 1 th F d', sue an mven tiori IS es me 0 rrva e or Inma rked tendency to pass up the second-and-third-rate tech- .
nical graduate, who is characteristically weak on the personal popularity.
side, and to select a superior type of man from the arts Why then is the "aivette" (in honor of Barbot,
colleges." ra ther than our term "air flivver") not spoken of

1110re than it is? Mostly because the machine side-
slipped in an air pocket and was wrecked. recently,

Hoover In a r ev iew of the deeds of men w ho in New Jersey. What of that? All. the time there
the earned a place in history during the are airplane wrecks and countless other wrecks, yet
Scholar World War, it is customary to accord airplanes, and trains are not abandoned because of

very high honors to Herbert Hoover. th is. This small compact plane is the fu lfil lmcnt of
the engineer. Mem ber s of the engineering profes- a dream, though, as one writer has said, "we may
sion have found Hoover's ach iev emen ts particularly have to go about with steel umbrellas for a while"
gratifying, because he showed conclusively that the before the dream can become a realization.
big problems of reconstruction and food d istr ibu tio n
are really engineering problems, and that the engi- --------.
neer is the practical man that is most needed in a The In one of its issues last year The Co-
crisis. Business opera tive Engineer published a brief

I t is not so generally known that in addition to Cycle .article by Dean Schneider on the im-
being a great engineer and organizer, Hoover is portance of quantitative economics. That
qualified to rank among classical scholars, In 1912, there has been a keen interest in this subject at
before he becarne w cll known to the general public, the University is shown by the circulation records
Hoover published a translation of "De Re Metallica" on the book, "Rorty's Ql}-antitative Economics,"
by Georgius Agricola, (1556 A. D.), an authoritative which the Dean recommended. This subject has
treatise on mining and metallurgy. The translation, also been made the basis of an evening course in
which is the joint work of I-Ierbert Clark Hoover "Business Forecasting" in which mor e than ninety
and Lou I-Ienry Hoover, is rated high arriorrg wor ks of Cincinnati's most irripor tant business men are
of its class. Those who have been inspired by the enrolled. The staff is glad to present in this issue
cxampl e of Hoover the engineer w ill do' well to an article dealing with the theory of the much-
think of him also as Hoover the scholar. discussed "Business Cycle." __



On 'a 'certain Thursday afternoon in late Novem- derful amount of material, although it was in-
.ber, the student body of the University of Cincinnati experienced, but the line seemed to be too light
had cause to be thankful. Stnading in a driving to be effective. Before the first game, however,
rain they had witnessed the climax of the first sue- a line was put together which has shown itself
cessful football season which Cincinnati has had in to be a stone wall on the defense and a regular
years. All ·recog- . bearca t on the of-
nized this happy fense.
event a~. ~ot From the first
only a gratifying hi h. . . game W IC was
tr-iumph over a bi ' t'
time honored r i- a Ig ev~n In

1 1 .t 1 th football history,
va '. Jt1: a so e in that it was
begInnIng of aId t . ht. P aye a nIO'"new epoch In . .b ?

C· . ti th until the MIan1Ilncinna 1 s a - . d. . victory, the tren
letic history, of -the football

In 1912 the spirit and play
athletic receipts was u p war d.
numbered some Kentucky - Wes-
eight- thousand 1 e y an gam e
dollars annually. showed "Tank"
This amount in- Fratz, Ray Brad-
creased gradual- ford, and' Bob
ly until 1917- Maddux. The
1918, when .it line showed pos-
went down. \Vith sibilities, too ·
the regime of Then came Ken-
Mr. Chambers tucky State w ith
the increase be- her heavy line
carne regular, un- and the fumbling
til now the 1923 .......:-I,' 1•..1 ~ epidemic, which
receipts will be The Squad-1923 f'~ seemed to be tak-
almost fifty thou - ing all the coun-
sand dollars. This is gratifying not only as a finan- try, caught Cincinnati, causing her defeat. The
cial gain but also as evidence of a corresponding Denison game showed the same defect, with the
increase in spirit and interest both in the University same results, although Varsity seemed to be the
and in the community. better team.

Last year the Athletic council decided The old fight spirit came out in the
that the work of coaching should be di- Ohio University game, and from then
vidcd. So Mr. Chambers was promoted on, Varsity's stock rose. The Bearcats
to the Director of Athletics and Dr. came from behind and were victorious
MacLaren was brought from the Uni- through Bachman's passing and Pra-
versity of Arkansas to coach football. ther's receiving. This game was the turn-
Immediately the installation of "pop" ing point of the season. The anticipation
Warner's.system and the undivided at- of new football -spirit became evident.
tention of a football coach began to The Business Men's Club started activi-
make itself evident. The team played ties towards making the next game the
all their season's games still unsuccess- best attended game of the year.
fully but the thing which gave confi-
dence was that they really played foot- Over four thousand s.aw Wooster get
ball. The season ended with that lucky all the ~rea~s and WIn. The~ came
win of Miami's. The developed shift, three WIns In, a .row. O.berlIn was
the steady work of the 1922 Cincy team beaten by Fr~tz s Iine plungIn&". At the
in that final game gave great prospects next game WIth the ~~rong .Oh,l,o N orth-
for the oncoming year. The great ern eleven ca:ne Bobbing Bobby
Freshman team of last year also seemed Hynes, wh?s~ rl.se ~o fal?e ~as been u1!-
to add to those prospect I paralleled In Cincinnati history. HIS

s. :.LJ/ 2"'" •.)'Red" Prather name has been more talked about than
This year's season began with doubts. .p ~ that of any other Cincinnati player. On

Coach MacLaren and all the men who were con- every street car, people talk of this small 140-lb.
nected with the athletics were not very optimistic "Bobbie" who bobbed Ohio Northern out of several
over prospects. Most of the promising Freshman touchdowns when their long forward passes seemed
line-men were not back. The backfield had a won- about to score for them. -

ON THE TRAIL OF THE BEARCAT
By EARL A. FERTIG, E. E., '25.

THE CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEER;.8
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tion to the lack of interest in scholarship.
They cite the fact that th estudent would
rather heed the calls of the coaches to
practice for some athletics than the re-
quest of professors to attend _classes.
They point to the highly developed ,teams
of some of the Eastern colleges where
men are said to be exclusive specialists in
football. In these cases eleven highly de-
veloped athletes often pass directly from
college training to professional athletics,
whereas the great majority of students do
not enj oy the benefits of athletic educa-
tion.

President Hicks takes a stand in sup-
port of football for its value to the men
who play it. The great lessons of obedi-
ence, team-work, co-operation, quick
thinking, and good sportsmanship are of

I immeasurable value to those who parti-
cipate.

Therefore Cincinnati's policy is to make
athletes out of students, and not students
out of athletes .. I-Ierein seems to lie the
solution of the football problem, if, in-
deed, it may be called a problem. Such
a policy should satisfy all the critics of
football as well as its foes. Cincinnati has

":t- r~'" 1
Director Chambers tp q

proved this policy
Nothing else can be said of the Case game e~cept satisfactorily t 0

Cincinnati 69, Ca~e 0, which score SeelTIS~o indicate both. Critics here
the smooth wor ki ng of the football machine. see a team which

The climax was reached with Thanksgivng. Then is composed of
on a regular sea of mud and water, the "roaring" University men,
Bearcats swamped Miami to a harmonious tune taking University
of 23-0. The football Cincy played was beautiful. student work and
Miami seemed bewildered at the onslaught of Tank, making good at it.
lVlcAndrews, and Hynes. The team was in perfect Football enthusi-
condition. There were no substitutions throughout asts find a team
the whole game on the Cincinnati side. Red Pra- which has skill,
ther's determined warr ior s swam, splashed, plunged, fight, courage, and
and slid on and on, it seemed forever, towards success.
Miami's goal. In the stands, the faithful 4,000 who There is no rea- I

came were thrilled time after time .at seeing Cincy's son why Cincin- Coach McLaren
great team push back the Red Invaders. Every nati should not as-
Tan was ,~ star and as s~ars they played a~l of them sume its proper place among the first colleges of the
soc~less .and, many wItho.ut head gear In a cold, land, athletically, as she has done in other respects.

beating rain. Twas a glorious battle! The student body has but to show Cincinnati that
This year as never before the collegiate world has they have a school of real athletic prowess in Bur-

felt the grip of football. Aften an immensely sue- net Woods, and she will back them to the utmost.
cessful football season has passed by there has been One of the great characteristics of Cincinnati is that
raised in some parts of America a cry about the bad the city makes no bluffs. If something is pledged,
effects of the present importance of football in some that something is delivered at the proper time and
of our great universities. Some have called' atten- place. Such a characteristic makes for conserva-
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students. The culture of
the town is also im-
proved by this LJniver-
sity. To all this is added
the publicity resulting
from the achievements of
a winning football team.
Strong teams are num-

bered among Varsity's
gridiron opponents of the
1924 season. Five Ohio
Conference teams have
already been signed up.
The Bearcats will nleet
Ohio Northern at Ada,
Wooster at Wooster, and

tism. The Rev. IVrr. An-
derson declares that the
student body has a
greater touch w ith the
town of Cincinnati than
some other universities
have w ith towns which
play grandfathers to
them. The numerous
resident students are in
close touch with many
homes. The out-of-town
students who are becom-
ing more numerous have
also a chance to create
civic spirit in Cincinnati, Hydraulic Energy
in that they spend a part of their time in the homes
of Cincinnati people. By personal influence of each
student, therefore, the sp.r it back of Cincinnati Uni-
versity can be increased. The presence of a good

<-- I 0 J ~~ Kinetic Energy

Dcn iso n , Oberlln, and Miami at C-arson Field. Two
non-conference games are also on the schedule,
Northwestern at Evanston, and Kentucky Wesleyan
at Carson Field.
In the game with N or thwester n, Cincinnati vwill

have a basis for comparative scores with Western
Conference tearns-e--a.nd there are always interesting
things to be done with comparative scores. What
is more impor tant is that she will begin to branch
out into company in which she should logically be
represen ted.

Potential Energy ~ J-,' ~ - -,e'O
football team in Cincinnati creates a common inter-
est bet we.en citizens and students.
Cincinnati University's wo r th is- being demon-

strated to the business men of Cincinnati. It is a

~ 'T.;t - f (".J "Mingled with Miami's Tears"
("')/tf"\

At the "C" banquet on December 8th, l\1cAndrews
was unanimously elected to pilot the 1924 Bearcat
squad. In add itori to Mac, there are a number of
promising gridders who still have a year or more to
play. With Mac at the helm and with a good team
~lready in prospect, the outlook for 1924 is the best
In years.

<../A- 0.
Tank Fratz ,0

good talking point for the town. ~ t is furnishing
scores of trained men and w orn en to carryon the
industry of Cincinnati. It draws a good class of
trading busin-ess to Cincinnati in the non-resident
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SIDELIGHTS ON THE 1923 SEASON
The Twin Discoveries football horizon. He plays the game by instinct,

In the careers of the two star half-backs, captain- and therefore always gets the jump on his oppo-
elect McAndrews and Bobby Hynes, there is a r e- nents. He changes pace, runs, twists, dodges,
markable coincidence. Both are from Indianapolis. ducks, and sidesteps automatically, while moving

."Mac" hails from Manual Training High and Bobby rapidly forward. At the same time, he follows his
interference closely and takes full advantage of Dr.
Mc Lareri's carefully organized team work.

On to Athens
In the days of old, the brave knights of Europe

were wont to make occasional pilgrimages to the
Holy Lands. It was their proud boast that naught
but death could halt their progress. So, today, do
the Knights of the Rod and T-Square. make their
pilgrimages, - their goal to the classic city of
Athens, situated somewhere in the mountains of
southeastern Ohio. They, too, can be stopped by
naught but death,-or the heavy hand of a railroad
trainman. For when, biennially, the Bearcat foot-
ball squad entrains for Athens for the clash with the
wearers of the Green and White, a loyal band of
rooters is sure to follow it.

One of the details which the precise historian of
this year's trip will record is the number of ex-
amples of economical modes of transportation em-
ployed by the travelers. From "blinds" and box-
cars, from Fords and Packards, poured a steady
stream of Cincinnatians. And, strangest of, all,
when the return train unloaded at the Union Depot,
it was found that the two hundred passengers to
Athens were now some two hundred and ten!

Almost a Knockout
One of the memorable thrills of the past season

was the opening play of the Wooster game. In
kicking off, Cincinnati made a short onside kick,
which fell into the wa iting arms of Red Prather.
Then began a steady march toward Wooster's goal,
and the advance was not halted until Varsity had
reached the one-foot line. Had U. C. possessed only
a little more of the scoring punch which distin-
guished the team later in the season, the psychology
of the Wooster game would have been altogether

~ ', at ~ I I different. Not even a conference championship con-
Bobby Hynes P II tender could have been expected torecover from so

., . \.} powerful an initial j 01t.
from Technical HIgh of that crty. N either played <>:': . _:;,-?~~r;· ;.~~:~.-". '

football before coming to Cincinnati, so that both,_. ;~.~: " ··i:;;' -;7-.'CoueOutdone
men may be called "discoveries." Both depend more The "tearn's recovery from the early fumbling epi-
upon shiftiness and speed than upon weight. demic dates from Coach Mc Lareri's adoption of the

"Mac" is a versatile half with good judgment in psychology cure. In the week before the Ohio vic:"
picking holes, and with a sidestepping ability that tory, signs were conspicuously displayed about the
makes him·a dangerous open-field runner. He is a campus carrying the slogan: "Hold that ball!" The
steady, resourceful player whose presence gives con- dcterrnination-thu s created sufficed to keep the ball
fidence to both team and spectators. His leadership securely in the arms of U. C.'s wartiors for the rest
for 1924 augurs well for Varsity's prospects. of the season, including the Miami game, when the

"Bobby" is one of those unexplainable, meteoric coating of slimy mud would have been a legitimate
phenomena that occasionally blaze up above the excuse for fumbling. .. .

THANKSGIVING ·FOOTBALL
A WATER POLO VERSION

When the referee's whistle sounded for the an- In the third quarter Fratz' finned his way up-
nual Turkey Day splash at Carson Swamp, the fish stream almost to the.Miami sandbar, b~t it remained
of the rival elevens lined up on opposite shores. for ~obby, a fish of lighter draft, to wr igg le pastt~:e

T h· h di f H d barr ier. '~f::
hroughout t e swim t. e lVlng 0 ynes an The four thousand minnows in the aquarium

McAndrews and the plunging of Fratz featured. added to the perfect day with unusual din from. their
Hynes made considerable progress by means of gills. The catfish tnewed the loudest. 'There was

the-trudgeon, while Tank relied chiefly on the old- eloquent silence from the school of fish oh ·the east
fashioned breast stroke. side of the aquarium. '~



Basketball w as dealt a severe blow last spring at Newark, Ohio, High, and McFarland hails from
when Joe Linneman, Eddie Hibarger, and Al Ernst Woodward. Both these boys have the height and
finished their period of eligibility. The present ability to jump and handle the ball, but have not yet
squad has more good men on it than ever before, filled out enough to permit them to stand up against
but it lacks just what these men suppl-ied; namely, the bigger Conference centers.
weight combined with speed. Shorty Klein and Phil Piker are running a neck-
Captain Hoy, forward, and the two men who and-neck race for the floor guard position. These

served as back-guards, Hachen and Baildon, are the two have shown more shooting ability than the
only veterans left. guards we have had
The new men are all for years, but cannot
very light, a thing approach the guard-
that will make it al- ing abili ty and j udg-
most impossible to ment of Ernst. Both,
cope with the heavier though small, are
Conference tea m s good s era p per s .
such as Denison and Klein, the huskiest of
Wittenberg and Mi- the two, with his 150
ami! On the other pounds, is at present
hand these men will the choice for start-
unquestionably show ing the games. Lund-
the fastest passing quist and Hessler
game seen on our have shown enough
floor in many years. to warrant careful
Wes Schmid, who watching in the final

comes from Lock- make-up of the five.
land High with a fine Harry Hachen, back-
record in basketball, guard on last years'
baseball, and track, .quintet, has little op-
looks like one of the position. Hac h ~ n
best forwards that ranks with Schierloh
has appeared since as a defensive man.
Eddie Coons flashed Last year he won the
his wares. Vic Sick- C Club medal for
ing, former W ood- nigh sch~larshipwith
ward star is also 19 hours of A and 12
showing well, espec- hours of B in pre-
ially in the shooting medic course.
line. Runt Bradner, Th.is .tearn. -should
known to all because hold its own at pass-
of his fine game of ing with all comers
football, is expected in this year's sched-
to give Sicking and ule except Michigan
Schmid a battle for and Yale, but the
the forward position. superior weight of
Of all the forwards, most teams will
the cleverest one is Captain Hoy "L7 ~ - J probably be quite a
J. W. Smith, who c /~ handicap.
will break into many games. Smith is just five feet U- Watch Them!
high and weighs only 115 pounds, but so far has Dec. 15-PortslTIouth Selects Portsmouth
shown such shooting ability, as well as general floor . . (U. C. 19-Portslnouth 16) .. -.
work that he will receive most careful consideration 24-Mlchlgan Cincinnati

in th~ final make-up of the team. These seem to be ] an. 2~=i:~eyo~"".::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g~~i~~~~:
the best of the twenty or mor e forwards that have 5-Wo~ster Wooster .
tried out since the first of November. 12-Deplson Granville
To fill Big Joe's place at center is no easy job. 18-Wltte?berg Springfield

. f N 19- M uskingurn Cincinnati
Clark Valen tirier , football player and ormer or- 23-0tterbein Westerville
wood High basketeer, has the edge at present. Clark 26-0hio Urtiver sity Cincinnati
'will never be able to jump like Linneman, and he Feb. 2-Alt:mnl Cincinnati

t h J
' t d b k t k 1 t 9-Wlttenberg Cincinnati

canno appro~c oe s grea un er as e wor , .iu 16-University of Virginia Cincinnati
he has already shown a better brand of floor wor k, 21-Akron Cincinnati
and his defensive play leaves little to be desired. 23-0hi<? University Athens .
Two other excellent centers who are trying are 28-Denlso~ Cincinnati

Jimm Stroud, six feet two, and Ronal McFarlan, Mar. 6-0~ter~eln Cincinnati. y T . 8-Mlaml Oxford
SIX feet three, . he former made a great reputation ,IS-Miami Cincinnati

WHO'S WHO IN' BASKETBALL?
. By JAMES J. CAMPBELL, eh. E., '25.
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THE BARLING BOMBER
By D. W. TYLER, M. E., '27

NOTE-The Co-operative Engineer wishes to acknowledge its indebtedness to Mr. T. C. McMahon, Chief of the Technical
Data Section, McCook Field, and .Mr, tv. H. Barling, Designer, for their cordial co-operation which made this article possible.

The Barling Bomber, at present the largest air- During the World War Mr. Barling had ample
plane in the world, is the first successful step toward opportunities to observe the effect of bombing upon
the future Leviathans of the air ..._Many attempts civilian population during the Zepplin raids over
have been made to construct superplanes, or dread- . London. He found that the "effect of a large nurn-
naughts of the air, but heretofore they have all ber of small bombs on the population was to de-
ended in failure or even disaster. So to 11r. W. H. moraliz e a very few, and to' make the majority more
Barling, the designer, rightfully belongs the honor defiant than ever,-but the big bombs filled the
of having made the transition that will eventually people with terror in proportion to the size of the
make possible the passenger and express trains of bombs." (Slipstream) It was from these observa-
the air. tions that Mr. Barling conceived the idea of con-

It is not highly improbable that in .the near future structing a huge bombing plane capable of carrying
we shall have planes of three to four hundred feet the large-sized bombs required to produce the de-
wing spread with a gross weight of one-quarter mil- sired effect.
lion pounds or more, driven by groups of motors Mr. Barling has suggested a one hundred-ton
which will run the total horsepower into the tens of plane, four times the size of the present Barling
thousands. Such planes would be capable of carry- Bomber, which would be capable of dropping two
ing 100 to 200 passengers in perfect comfort, besides IS-ton bombs. One of these bombs, it is estimated,
a limited amount of personal baggage. would cause a local crater 50 feet in diameter, com-

Even, with the smaller planes which antedate the pletely wreck ~ll. near~y .buildings, ,~nroof practi-
Barling type, it is now possible to fly from Amster- cally ~very building wIth~n half a mile ~nd cause
dam to Moscow in perfect comfort, and "business material damage, e~en WIthout fire, which would
men not only are able to dictate their letters en take months to. repaIr: . .
route, but may enjoy a full course dinner among the ~s Mr. Barling points out, In a r~cent Issue of
clouds." (Slipstream) From this it wil l be seen S.lIpstream, a. o~e hundred-tC?n plane would neces-
that the commercial possibilities of the airplane are slt~te the building ?f warsh~ps of ,,200,00q tons to
almost unlimited. resist the bombs. SInce the' Hood of a little over

Military Possibilities 40,QC?O ton~ ~isplacement ~epre.senfs the present
Th . . . . maxrmurn limit of naval design, It can be seen how

e mIht.ary uses of the lar~e plan~ are obviously hopeless the plight of a modern warship would be-
ma ny and Important.. The AIr Se~vIce has gr0'Yn come. The reason for constructing huge planes is
to be one of the chief branches, If. n?t the chief thus very obvious.
branch, of the War Department. T~IS IS du~ to the Construction of the Plane
fact that the Army or the Navy WIthout airplanes The erection ~f the Barling Bomber or NBL-l
w~uld ?e left absolutel~ at th.e mercy of an enemy as officially designated, was carried on at Wilbur
possessmg a well organized arr fleet. Wright Field, Dayton, 0., because of the greater

There are two great, new factors in war of the fu- landing facilities, although the work was done under
ture, viz., the demoralization of civilian population the supervision of the Eng ineering Division of M<;~
and the bombing of warships. Cook Field,
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Themain dimensions of the plane are as follows: tion is secured, while the efficient aileron control
Wing spread ; '. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 120 feet characteristic of the biplane is retained.

r Upper and lower wing 13~ feet chord Th fl' f h . ' t .
Mid-wing .... ;!,~ ,. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 feet chord e use age. IS 0 t e semI~monocoque ype, CI:-
Overall length .-'.'.................... 65 feet cular cross section, greatest diameter 10 feet, and IS
Area of elevators. . ... . . . . . . . .. 575 square feet strengthened by bulk-heads and longerons. The
A~ea of -rudder s an~~~fins 250 square feet mater ial used in the fuselage is largely, spruce, both

,~ Al1~ron5u,f:,f.ace .... .: .. " 400 square feet in -'the Ion erons and two- I' skin which are made
r •• HeIght ~.. 1~ ••• ••• • • • ••• •• • • •• • •• • ••• 28 feet . . g " '. P y··IJ~~"t:h.e Barli~g:·Bomber<"·{~. a two and a half plane u.p .i~ a s1?eci~l mann.er, giving great' strength' and

snfp'~ the chord 'of the upper and lower wings being rigidity WIth light weig ht.
much greater/.than that of the mid-wing. In this The tail is a biplane structure with Jour vertical,
'way ,thead'd~d triplaneIiftand strength ofconstrue- fins and rudders. ,,-The entire' s~Pt?~~=ttlifg- surface ,of
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the tail, 575 square feet, has an adjustable angle of mounted side by side on a short axle which is hinged
incidence. In this \vay the entire tail surface is used to the rear axle by means of long connecting rods.
as a stabilizer. If the necessity should arise, the When landing the front wheels strike the ground
action of the elevator could be augmented by vary- first; the force of the shock is absorbed by means
ing the angle of incidence of the tail surfaces. The of t\VO long-stroke oil cylinders which run from the
adjustable incidence of the tail presented one of the front axle to the top of the undercarriage just be-
most important and complicated problems that had neath the lower wing. These oil-cylinders presented
to be met in designing this ship due to the large one of the most "ticklish" problems which had to be
area of the surface involved, which is 25 per cent met in designing this plane.
larger than the main planes of the DH4. The weight of the rear portion of the plane is

The rolling and banking, or in other words, the car~ied by the tail skid. This skid is of a ~lnique
lateral control of the ship, is taken care of by means design never before. use~ on a succes~ful airp larie
of the ailerons on both the upper and lower wings. and works per.fect!y In spite of the relatIv.ely enorm-
The total aileron surface is 400 square feet, or ou.s fo:ce.s wh ich It has to bear. T~e w~Ight on the
greater than that of the main planes of the Curtiss tat! ~kId IS so great that. whenever It s tr ikes a rocky
]N 4 training plane. portIo.n of the field a tr ail of sparks several feet long

Six Liberty 12 engines of 400 horsepower each IS emItted: . .
.ar e used, making a total of 2,400 horsepower. All .In landing, the huge plane comes Ir:tO .'f:.9,ytact
the engines are placed just beneath the midwing w ith the ground first on the fror:t or land~ng wheels,

-and some distance above the lower wing. Four of then gradually se~~les back u n til the weig ht ~om.es
the motors are placed in the two "inboard" engine on the ~ear or taxlln~ wheel~ of ~he under.carriages,
.nacel les ; i. e., in each of the inboard nacelles, on th.en st ill farther until the tall skid comes Ir:. contact
either side of the fuselage, there is one tractor and w ith the ground. In the sub.sequent t~xllng, the
one pnsher motor arranged in tandem. The two fror:t wheels of the u ndercar riag es, hav ing served

.remaining motors are placed in separate nacelles at ~heir purpos.e, truddle alon~ over the ground bea~-
practically the same height but farther out towards mg only. th~lr own dea~ w eig h t, an.d th.~s au tomati-
the wing-tips from each of the two inboard nacelles. cally relieving the str am o~ the ~atl ~kI .
In this way four tractor and two, fourbladed, pusher The gas for the mo~ors IS carr:ed. In a huge tank
propellors are used. of 2,000 gallons capaclt~ placed inside the fuselage

over the center of gravIty of the plane. The gas
The Landing Problem descends by gravity from the main tank to the elec-

.. . tric-driven pumps by which it is pumped to the
The ur:dercar:lage or landing gear of the Bar1Jng gravity tanks above each engine nacelle. From

Bon:ber IS a :adical departur.e from the usual un~er- these gravity tanks the gas flows to the engines.
r arrrag e des.lgn; and coristrtutes the greatest irn- As a surplus is pumped, there is always a constant
provement sln~e .the advent of the ~el1 known yee- return flow of gas to the main tank, which is indi-
typ.e. In fact It IS the first autorna tic undercarriage cated on the overflow gauges. It is the object of
which has prove.d successful. . . the engineer to maintain a constant overflow as he

The two functions of the u ndercarr iag e of anair- is then assured first, that the engines have ample
plane are first, to permit taxiing of th~ plane, and gas, and' second, that in event of failure of the
second, to absorb the shoc~ of Iarid ing. In. the pumps, there is a full gravity tank available to be
~maller planes th.ese two functions c~n be comblr:ed used by the engine during the time he is attending
Into the usual simple type of landing gear which to the defect in the pumps or starting up an alterna-
will serve all ~easonable demands made ,:pon it, tive pump.
~ltho.ugh much IS lost through the cornprorrnse. But .LA.. dual control system is used in operating this
In this huge plane the stresses, as we ll as the amount huge plane; the cockpits for the pilot and the assist-
o~ money to b~ saf~guarded, are so great that a sp~- autpilot being placed side by side in the upper por-
.cial und ercarr iage .IS absolutely necessary '. For taxt- tion of the nose of the fuselage. The controls oper-
..ing', the u nder carr iag e must carr~ the w eigh t of the ate practically the same as those o'fa Mar tin
plane across rough ground at high speeds absorb- Bomber. A forward and backward motion of the
ing practically a.ll the shock and rebound so that wheel works the elevators, rotation of the wheel
the plane itself moves along in an even course. For moves the ailerons w hil e the usual foot bar is used
landing, the undercarriage should be placed farther to actuate the rudders.
forward so t~at when landing the center of gravity The armament of the plane consists of seven rna-
of ~he pl~ne IS far enough b~ck. of the point of r e- chine guns mounted in four gun pits, and bombing
action WIth the ground to el im ina te the danger of racks which have a maximum capacity of approxi-
~'nosing over ;" also, the undercarriage should. ~a.ve mately 10,000 pounds of bombs of various types and
'~ust ·enough sprIng to absorb th~ force of the initial weights. As the total dead load capacity of the
impact and yet cause no appreciable rebound. plane is 12,000 pounds, the weight of the bombs to
..;_Mr. Barling's undercarriage performs the two be carried must be offset by a corresponding de-
foregoing functions most admirably. The landing crease in the weight of fuel gas carried, i. e., if
gear for this huge plane is made up of two separate 6,000 pounds of bombs are carried only 6;000 pound-s
undercarriages or trucks, one under each of the t\VO of gas can be taken on for fuel.
inboard engine nacelles. Each truck consists of The machine guns are so arranged that the entire
four wheels on which are mounted special tires, 54 sphere of air around the ship is covered with the
by 12 inches. The two rear wheels are mounted on exception of a small cone at the extreme tail, and
'a 'long axle which is connected by long push rods to .in whic-h' "it would. ::be .exceed ing ly difficult for an
two 'heavy shock absorbers, composed of the usual enemy 'plane to maintain itself. By oscillating t.he
'endless rubber absorber cord.- 'These two wheels on tail 'of the big ship; the enemy" plane .could easily
-each truck carry the vveight of the plane when taxi- be exposed to .the gunfire of one' or the- other .of the
-iu'g:.. ~·-,T·he two front wheels on each- truck are .rear: guns.:'.:. ., .:
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The bomb racks are located immediately under course with a long thin trail of smoke reaching far
the main. gas tank. The floor of the fuselage under into the distance.
the racks is made up of trap doors which are opened Suddenly the dull, heavy drone of the motors
when bombs are to be released, thus permitting ceased and the plane began to glide in toward the
them to fall clear of the ship. field in a wide sweeping circle from the southwest.

. .. _ On the descending leg of the fiight the huge ship
Trial Fhght passed over the old Wright hangar where 15 years

The trial flight of the Barling Bomber took place before, the Wright Brothers had toiled and .labored
at Wilbur Wright Field on the evening of August late into the night on their q':!eer contraptI.on, the
22 1923 On Tt id fli ht th hi . d fore-runner of this modern grant of the arr. So,, . n 1 s mal en Ig e s lp carr ie a . . id. . .. agaIn, the old hangar saw another famous InCI ent .
crew of four men, m mirrium personnel, consistmg in the history of avia.tiori. .
of Lt. H. R. Harris, Chief Test Pilot, McCook W· h h . hId d th I. . ... It t e engInes t rott e own, e pane came
FIeld; Lt. ~. S. FaIrchIld, .L-\sst: PIlot; Mr. Douglas in closer and closer to the ground. N O\N had come
Culver, EngIneer, and Mr. BarlIng as Observer. the moment of supreme test. Would the landing

After a run of about 120 yards or 9 seconds of gear be strong enough to stand the enormous
"engine burst" the huge plane left the ground. Fly- weight, or would it collapse .and wreck the whole
ing at a moderate angle the plane rose to an alti- plane? From a distance it was impossible to tell
tude of 2,000 feet and headed due east, growing just when the plane took the ground, so perfect was
smaller and smaller in the distance. Gently the big the operation of the landing gear.
plane made a wide easy turn and headed back to- Again the motors were opened and the plane
ward the field. taxied in to its moorings. As the roar of the motors

Passing over Fairfield at an altitude of about died do wn , the cheering of spectators and blowing
2,500 feet, the huge plane made an impressive and of horns, by enthusiasts as well as erst-while pes-
awe-inspiring picture in the rays of the setting sun. simists, grew louder and louder. The most daring
One was impressed by the majesty and seeming and significant page in modern aviation had been
irresistibly force with which it held straight to its written!

BUSINESS CYCLES
., . By JOHN B. PETZHOLD, Com. E., '23.

/ The term "business cycles" has been figuratively the United States in the interval from 1890 to 1893,
used to convey the impression that business acti- in which the period of depression was cut short by
vity passes through various stages with a marked the large wheat crop. The period of revival which
inclination toward a routine of successive chan-ges. followed, was likewise shortened. The crisis, as in
Economists generally agree as to the existence of 1913, may be but a mild transition from a period
the business cycle, and have adopted the historical of prosperity coupled with expansion to a period of
point of view, as opposed to the mechanical. The depression involving liquidation. Again the crisis
latter would be to the effect that each fluctuation in may be very severe, as in 1893 and 1907, when banks
business brings its reaction in the mathematical, suspended payments and many businesses failed.
mechanical fashion which one might expect from a In a like manner, the period of prosperity may be
series of events due directly to causes in nature it- relatively mild and short or may reach great heights.
self. An examination of successive cycles .will show, When the length of cycles is measured by the
however, ~hat th~y are not marked by a high degree time between successive crises, they are found to

_~of r~gularlty :vh1ch could be expressed by a ma~he- comprise periods of from three to ten years. The
matl~al equation, but that ~hey present .many p~lnts average or typical length of the cycle is given by
of dlffe~en~e. Each bt:Sl~~SS cycle IS. a unique the '"Harvard Committee of Economic Research"
event .with Its own peculIa.rltles: The business cycle as forty months. Studies made by the "Statistical
m~y be defined no~ by unlfor.n1Ity of length or am- Department" of the A. T. & T. Company indicate
phtude, or by strrct regularity of oc.currence, but that the length of the cycle tended to average about
?y the general sequence of events which character- three and a half years during the period from 1884
izes every cycle. to 1914, when there were no serious interruptions

This series of business phenomena which returns to business due to wars or other such unusual
upon itself constitutes a business cycle and includes events. Different investigators report with a de-
a period of prosperity, a period of crisis, a period gree of similarity as to the average length of cycles,
of depression, and a period of revival. If the his- but. they do not imply that cycles conform to a
tory of anyone of the great commercial nations is single typical length.
followed year by year, business cycles will be found Th t f fl t t· hi h diff t . d. .. .. - e amoun 0 . uc ua Ion w IC 1 eren In LlS>
mamtaming a constant succession of revolutIons.. . diff t f th I·trres register at 1 erent sages 0 e eye e IS

Length and Amplitude of the Cycle known as the amplitude of the cycle. Cycles are
The length of the cycle as well as the duration of very i~cons~stent in this resp~ct. The iron and steel

the stages within the cycle has not been uniform. trade IS sub~e~t to extreme. d:sturban.ce~. The range
Various influences rnay shorten or draw out the between maximum and mrrnmurn pIg Iron produ~-
stages of .a cycle which will affect the ultimate tion is made greater than the range between maxi-
length of that cycle. This is clearly illustrated in mum and minimum cotton manufacture. Other in-
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dustries, such as tobacco manufacture, meat -pack- more capable. The manager who has been fore-
ing, and flour milling, show narrower variations warned through his study of changing conditions
than the textiles. The general conclusion with ref- will not be caught unawares. As soon as depres-
erence to these differences is that the nearer the in- sion sets in, the weaker firms, which have been able
dustry is to the ultimate consumer, the less violent to hold on because of favoring business conditions,
is the fluctuation in that industry. This conclusion fail in great numbers.
is based on the fact that the expenditure of a fam- Fallac f R lvi S 1 1 F ti'I hi h j h "I I' it of b ' y 0 e ~lng 0 e y on orecas mg1 y, W IC IS t e prmcipa , u timate, urut 0 uying, -
has but a small percentage of variation between The study of business conditions will certainly
normal and economical living. lead .t~ disappointment if the end desired is that of

The industrial consumer, however, can closely acq~l1rIng some magic formula or method by which
limit his purchases and in some cases will complete- business success can be assured with but little ef-
ly shut down in periods of depression. Thus the fort. Reliance upon knowledge of conditions will
sources of supply for industrial commerce will have not compensate for other handicaps, including the
very noticeable fluctuations in their activity dur- normal business risks. Production, distribution,
ing different stages of the cycle. There is at pres- and. advertising, the fundamentals for success in
ent no statistical measure of the fluctuations in business must be studied and developed and not
many industries. There never will be perfect uni- merely left to drift with the tide through a falsely
formity in the fluctuations of differing industries for assumed knowledge of what the future holds in
such a condition is hardly possible between individ- store. Scientific analysis of business fundamentals
ual concerns in the same field. Some measure of can forecast the long tides of business, but such
the volume of industrial production in certain lines short waves as would enable ,the stock market or the
has been obtained, all of which substantiates the commodity trader to make sudden fortunes, have
theory of extreme fluctuations in business removed S? .far baffled the skill of the best business statis-
from the ultimate consumer as compared to a trcians.
smaller va~ia~ion for the ?usinesses which are in ' Characteristic Stages of the Cycle
closer proxirnrty to the ul tima te consumer. " .

In general, periods of prosperity have been of Th~ p~obl~m of business cycles IS essentially
longer duration than periods of depression but the qua~tItatIve In character. The stages of the cycle
peaks of prosperity have been less above normal are In~erwoven an? are brought about ~hrough cu-
than the dips of depression below normal. The mulative c?anges In ,d~verse factors o~ Importance.
transition upward from depression to prosperity oc- An analysis of co.ndltlons accornpanymg the cycle
curs along a longer and more gradual curve than the reveals the Io llowing : ,
dovvnward movement from prosperity to depres- The depression period starts after a crisis with a
sian which is shorter and more abrupt. These dif- re-opening of a few enterprises which had been shut
ferences in detail of the cycles must be given care- dO,wn during the severest weeks of the foregoing
ful consideration when attempts are made to anti- crises. The apparent revival, is, however, short
cipate the trend in the future. lived,having been merely actuated by the working

N it f St dvi th B· C 1 up of large stocks of materials on hand into finishedecessi y or U ymg e ueiness yc ed' ,goo s to complete orders previously received. But
A study of business cycles is not merely of inter- now orders are not in sight, and these enterprises

est to the student but is also of importance to the become stagnant. Depression has now made itself
practical man. Business men have become ac- felt in most industries. This period of hard times
quainted with the theory of "Business Cycles" only is characterized by a fall of prices for commodities,
in very recent years. The heads of enterprises, securtities, and labor. There is wide-spread idle-
comprising manufacturing, mercantile or financial ness of men and machines. A shrinkage in con-
lines must constantly be informed as to past and sumers' demand follows the layoffs, associated with
present conditions and future prospects. No busi- a stifling of income. Families then proceed to use
ness can be self-sufficient. The progress or decline up their savings accounts. There is a reduction in
of an individual enterprise is bound up with the the stocks of goods carried by manufacturers, mer-
great movements of business as a whole and can- chants, and dealers in raw materials. The business
not be determined by considering the individual en- demand for raw material, current supplies, and
terprise as an isolated unit. equipment used in making consumers' goods is sup-

In the field of manufacturing, much time elapses pressed. Construction work of all kinds is abated.
between the initial purchase of raw materials and Investors do not care to put their money into new
the sale of the finished goods. The producer must ventures at such a time. This contraction of busi-
regulate, adjust, and plan his production so that it ness in the early stages.of depression tends cumula-
w il l be in harmony with the conditions which he tively to reduce business activity. Every reduction
has anticipated. His problem is the determining of employment causes a reduction of consumers'
of the future demand. Snap judgments may be demand. This further depresses current business
fruitful at times, but ultimately, they may bring demand, with the result of additional discharges of
about disaster. employees. The action of competition between idle

When business is moving along on a wave of enterprises brings about a decline in prices of com-
prosperity, it is a relatively simple matter for the modities. This fall in prices is cumulative, each de-
average man to make .profits. In many instances, crease in any line tending to hasten a reduction in
the mere buying of goods and the holding of them some other line.
for a short time will yield a neat return through the The fall in prices during depression is character-
general rise in prices. But how different is the situ- ized by difference in degree. Wholesale prices fall
ation on the downward swing when a crisis is ex- faster than retail prices; ptices of producers' goods
erting its influence. The inefficient business man is faster than consumers'; raw material prices faster
now normally weeded out by the competition of the than manufactured products, wa$es and interest on
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long-time loans do not decline as far as wholesale of discouragement has given way to one of coriser va-
prices. t ive optimism.

However,' during this period of cumulative con- A revival of activity thus starts with its legacy
traction of business, certain readjustments take from depression, a period involving relatively low
place. Wages· are down and labor is efficient be- prices, drastic reductions in costs of production,
cause the less efficient laborers are not employed. mod er ate stocks of goods on hand, and cautious
Those that are employed value their jobs and are buying and borrowing.
working well. Management is ~fficient, the weak This upward movement comes automatically, al-
and inefficient mana&"ements h av ing been squeezed though it may be hastened by events arising from
and crowded out.. ~lxed charges have been scaled other than domestic business sources, involving the
down, raw material IS ch~ap and bank reserv.es a:e sl ow growth in the volume of business. These pro-
larger. These factor.s brIng. about a reduction In pitious events may be heavy Government purchases,
the prime costs of doing business. ll:creased demands from foreign countries, or excep-

Much capital has taken the ~orm of s~fe bonc~s tionally good harvests. Some single section of the
and short-time investments or-time deposits. 'I'h is country or C:l very narrow range of industries, may
capital is kept in a liquid condition, vvaiting for busi- be the first to feel the revival. This, however, soon
ness to pick up. spreads t<:>other part.s and industries, because these

Th T . P' t more actrve en terpr ises must buy materials fr orne urnlng Oln . .. . . other en tcrprrses, the latter from still others, and so
Shoes, suits, house Iurnishings, and business ac- on, ad infinitum.

cessories wear out beyond the possibility of repair. .
These constitute moderately durable articles which SIgns of Recovery
have been made to last as long as possible in hard As the cumulative increase in the volume of trade
times, but which eventually must be discarded and takes place, prices stiffen under the influence of r e-
replaced. \iVhen this repla~emen~ perio~ is rea.ched, cuperating demand. Enterprises soon have as much
the retail stores feel a slight pick-up In business. ~)usine~s as th~y can handle. Merchants, anticipat-
The accumulated stocks of goods left from prosper- It:g a r ise, begin to place orders exceeding their cur-
ity are gradually used up and merchants cannot rent requirements. Additional orders can only be
longer supply current purchases f~om the wares. on received and filled by the manufacturers through
their shelves. Current consumptIon now requires changes involving additional expense, such as usinv
current production. Stocks of goods have ~een old machines or buying new and breaking in of nev~
worked off in this period of hand-to-mouth buy ing : employees. The manufacturers then consider the
businesses are now in shape for an upward move- advisability of marking up prices and the contract-
ment; repairs and reconstruction have been deferred ing for larger supplies of raw materials while the
as long as possible. The manufacturers are now r e- low level of quotations still continues. Intimations
quired to order more materials and to employ m~re of increasing prices result in additional orders.
men. The increase in employment leads to an In- Jobbers and others wh-o have held off, begin to buy
creased income and a correspondingly greater de- and so a speculative demand comes in. Prices then
marid on the part of consumers. begin to move up rapidly, for every advance acts

New tastes appear among consumers which open c,:mulatively as it spreads from industry to in-
up new fields for producers. Capitalists become less dustry.
timid, and the lower interest rates encourage bor- As the fall in prices during depression is char-
rowing. {rn pr'ov em en ts which have been developed acterized by differences in degree, so the increase
during early stages of depression are now brought during revival is uneven. Retail prices lag behind
into play. The physical volume of trade thus be- wholesale, the prices of consumers' behind the prices
gins to expand, but at first the expansion is slight, of producers' goods, and the prices of finished prod-
because of the uncertainty as to prices. Prices may ucts behind the prices of their raw materials. Wages
even continue to go lower for a time-a condition often rise more promptly but usually in less degree
which prevents a rapid rise of profits. than wholesale prices. Interest rates on long-time

Business prospects become brighter, due to the loans ar~ always more sluggish in the early stages
cumulative nature of the increase. The employment of a revival.
of additional labor stimulates more buying from re- This increase in the physical volume of sales is
tail stores, which, in turn, buy more from whole- coupled w ith larger profits in the earlier stage of
salers and manufacturers. Each business, as it this revival. Prices go up, but the volume of vbu si-
feels the impetus, begins to enlarge its expenditures ness goes up faster than costs. Volume can be con-
and its pay-rolls. The liquidation of old debts and siderably increased without increasing overhead.
the writing off of old losses remove financial ob- Raw material prices move rather rapidly at first, but
stacles and facilitate the incipient revival. The par- other elements of prime cost do not increase as
ing down of costs enables men to make moderate fast as price.s, which situation is reflected in large
profits from selling prices lower than those they profits. 'I'his prospect of better profits produces
could have accepted before the depression. Accu- a spirit of optimism which leads to an expansion of
mulated stocks of commodities have been absorbed fixed investments and construction, involving pur-
and weak enterprises have been reorganized. The chases of machinery and buildings. This further
slow growth in the volume of business gradually i~creases the volume o~ business, '~ut at the same
fills order books. As manufacturers find that their time represents an easier way to Increase output
volume of business is increasing, they quit cutting than by the conservative method of increased effi-
prices, and thus pave the way for a new rise in ciency of plant, rnanagerrien t, and labor.
prices. Banks, because of their high reserve ratio Thus the revival phase of the cycle breeds confi-
and the shrunken loans, are ready to provide credit dence among all classes, and, as the cumulative-
for the expansion of business. The general attitude ness continues, the revival passes over prosperity.



HONDURAS
By J. W. BRADNER, C. E. '25

Honduras is probably less known and less heard railroad ties used in some parts of the country are
of than any other of those stormy Central American made of mahogany, and it is rather an unusual .feel-
states to our south. It lies between Guatemala and ing to know that one is riding over a de luxe path-
Salvador on the north and Nicaragua on the south, way of that wood.
having a long, irregular sea ~l/",,__ L The native inhabitant is a
coast, washed by the Caribbean strange and wonderful mixture
Sea and a short, rough coast on of bloods and breeds. Origina:l-
the west. The thirteenth de- ly, he was a pure Indian, greatly
gree of latitude passes through resembling the Aztec. When
its center, placing the country the Spaniard came and made
well within the tropics. his settlements on the coast, he

. . imparted to the native his touch
"I'he ~ountry ~s exceedingly of Spanish blood. Then came

n:ountall:ous, wi th the excep- the negro, mistakenly called
tio n of river ~al1eys. and a nar- Carib today, and he likewise
r?w coast pla~n facing t~e Ca- mixed with the Indian, giving
r ibbean. ,WhIle not as high as today 'a race that is predomi-
th~ Rockl~S, some of the m~un- nantly Indian, but influenced to
tams ~ttaln a ve:y great height a great extent by the admixture
and In formatl0I! much. re- of Spanish and negro blood.
semble the mountainous r eg ions
of southern California. The The language is called Span-
rivers near their mouths are ish, but differs from the pure
very sluggish and are flanked Castilian about as much as the
on each side by great swamps American vernacular differs
and marshes. from the King's English. It is

enriched by thousands of words
Th~re a~e two regular sec:- having an Aztec origin. These

sons In this part of t~e con ti- words with their smooth, liquid
nent-a dr.y season, last ing from sound make the language ex-
Janu:ary t il l about A~gu:st, and ceedingly flexible and pleasing
a raI?y season, corrtrnu mg the to the ear.
remainder of the year. The dry
period is a time of intense heat, In the interior, the typical
the thermometer often reaching native is seen at his best. Liv-
1200 Fahrenheit, while in the ing in small settlements, with a
rainy season it is no unusual shelter made of manaca leaves,
occurrence to see rain lasting a w eek. During this an oven of clay, his cow, chickens and little patch
season mosquitoes are innumerable and malaria is of land, he exists, dodging exertion and surrounded
very prevalent. by a brood of naked children.

I t is a country with great mineral resources, but Each village has its school where children
with altnost insurmountable natural obstacles to may receive an education correspondIng t~:,··.ahc>ut
mining. Due to the mountainous character of the three years schooling in the State~::· A few have
region, there has been very little railroad develop- churches with the venerable padre serving as both
ment, except up a few great river valleys, and these the spiritual and bodily healer. However, in most
lines are owned and operated by American fruit- villages the church is conspicuous by its absence.
growing interests. Any attempt at mining would Difficult trails connect the villages with their neigh-
meet with an almost prohibitive first cost, owing to bors and w ith the coast, it being impossible to pass
the scarcity of railroads and the great labor required from one to the other excepting afoot or astride a
to build others for moving heavy mining machinery mule.
over the almost impassable mountains. Gold, silver, \-XTh th M d h t th. . . d' IV en e ozo nee s money e goes 0 e
and copper are present In vast quantrties, accor ing t t k Th h' ith d d .

1· I h b d coas 0 wor . ere e IS el er crow e In toto rumor, but Itt e or no attempt as een rna e ttl' ' d . ki thto mine them. ~eapor owns or e se IS engage In wor ln~ on e
Immense banana and cocoanut farms. I tIS there

Practically the whole of Honduras today is cov- that he often cultivates his liking for alcoholic
ered by jungle or forest. In the swamps and low- liquors and frequently meets his death, for the eli-
lands the jungle is nearly impenetrable-vines, trees, mate in the lowlands is very bad and, wh enrnosqui ..
and a thousand luxuriant plants flourishing in pro- tos are thick, malaria is. unavoidable. After he Ir~~
fusion. Orchids of the commoner varieties are saved, stolen -or won by gambling his fifty or a hun:
plentiful, and other parasites innumerable cover the dred dbl lar-s, he starts home again and considers
trees. Mahogany, pine, live-oak, and ironwood himself fortunate if he arrives at his destination
flourish in the mountains. The great majority of safely. Along the paths from the coast inland are
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rows of crosses marking the re'sting' pla-ces of hap- I shall always remember my first impressions of
less travelers who were so unfortunate as to excite Honduras. The azure sky with the white gulls
the cu idit of a fellow traveler or were set upon by wheel~ng and dipping, the curving g~lden beach, t.he
. p y . . sapph ir e sea, the creamy surf, the little town w ith

thieves and bandits who haunt these trails. the whit e houses set near the beach and the dark,
The native, being composed of such a variety of mountain for a background, all these things were

different-colored peoples, has no indi vidual color. indelibly impressed on my mind as we slowly
He may be almost olive in hue, steamed into the harbor of
or he may approach the duski- Truxillo. It was late in the
ness of the negro. In stature afternoon and I there witnessed
he is, as a rule, slight. One my first glorious tropical sun-
seldom sees a native who is set. I shall not attempt to de-
more than five and one-half feet scribe one of those master-
tall. Since practically all the pieces of nature, but could a
children have hook-worm and painter splash such colors and
since everyone has malaria, shades on a canvas or could a
more or less, the native labors poet describe that profusion of
under a physical disadvantage color, he would outrival a Corot
that is hard to overcome. or a Milton.

'As might be expected, he of- After I had been in Honduras
fers a character full of contra- about two weeks, I was sent
dictions and contrasts. He has out to the end of the then ex-
the rashness and excitability of isting railroad in company with
the Spaniard, the studied im- three other engineers, my task
mobility and laziness of the to run a preliminary line from
Indian, and the cruelty and su- that point. We lived in two
perstition of the negro. He cars, while our native radmen,
never forgets an injury and, by chainmen and axemen stayed
the same token, remembers all in rnanaca shacks in a near-by
favors. He is revengeful in the village. At that time we had
extreme, but mixed with his re- Honduras Soldiers oJ. ""( .u.>, about sixty men and a foreman.
vengefulness is a calm and cal- \. '\ "",I) That foreman was a jewel and
culating nature that usually allows him to wreak his rner its a description. He was a little hunch-back
vengeance with entire safety to himself. However, about five feet tall, having the merriest smile and
when drunk, he allows the blood of the Spaniard to the most tvvinkling eyes that I think I have ever
be uppermost and he is quick to take offense at real seen. He had absolute obedience from every man

and it was worth while to see him call down some
hapless offender. However, such a case happened
very seldom and he generally had them all laughing

.. at his droll antics or sorn e story.

In the morning I would call the roll and, then with
my twelve men would push onward along my line.
At first we were in dense jungle and on two days

I

Methods of Transportation --, r~ -;~ ", •.f :-t t"

or fancied insult. At such a time, the cold and cal-
culating nature is submerged, and he is rash and
foolhardy in the extreme. He has no morals,
woman having no place with him save as a servant
and a sour.ce of pleasure. Civil marriage is almost -~~i: ,/..!.'l

unknown In some parts of the country and when - I:) t : Yes-the Chief Product
practiced is easily entered into and easily broken. r~ ~ u
A not unusual case which came to my notice was in succession I was forced to wait while nlY men
the marriage of a couple who already had six f 11 d th . t ib t th t di tl . thchildren.' ~ e e g ran cei a rees a. were. ir ec y In e

lirie. One of these trees measured th ir ty feet across
. The Hond~ranian in power neith~r a wise .nor a the butt and the other was little smaller. Mosquitos
Just ruler, being solely concerned WIth extortmg as tl . k b t it 1 th t d I. .. were lIC U 1 was coo among e rees anmuch money as possible that he may Indulge hIS . . .
whims at the expense of his friends. In fact, it is Improved my trrne by adding to n1Ymeager knowl-
often said that the Honduranian is the greatest nat- edge of Spanish. Occasionally a band of monkeys
ural petty grafter in the world. would come racing past, or more commonly would
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stop and quarrel with us or throw corosa nuts at
the men. Macaws, always in pairs, with bright red
and yellow plumage, were continually flitting past,
shattering the stillness w ith their ancient quarrels.
Parrots and bright-colored humming birds were

soon as it became scarce, we would go after more.
One of us would fasten on his cap a carbide lamp
having a powerful reflector and when it became dark
we would either fare forth over one of my lines or
down the little river. The jungle was so thick at
this point that our onlychance lay in hunting at
'night in this manner. When one of us would see
two eyes shining in' the light, for eyes were all that
were ever visible, we would halt and the one having
the better shot, would shoot. It was in this manner
that I shot my tiger, whose skin I might add is
one of my most valued possessions .. ,O:riJ~,~-.,nightwe
got a tapir which is quite a ter~!~,fyXnganirnal,
weighing about a thousand pounds 'a'nd having a
skin as thick as an elephant's.

While still in this place, one day' as we were run-
ning a line through some vines, wild cane and came-
lote, I came on a little creek meandering directly
across and along my line. Having had no water
since morning I hastily bent over to fill my hat.
Hearing a slight rustling about ten feet Irorn my
side, I looked down stream and was a~yt~ing .but
happy to find myself gazing into the beady eyes of
a snake with a head the size of a cocoanut. I shak-
ily reached for my gun and after I had, as stealthily
as I was "able, removed it from its holster, I emptied
it at that evil head and beat a hasty retreat. Luck-
ily one of the shots pierced the minute brains of the
reptile and after a moment's terrific threshing and
writhing it became comparatively motionless. In
the meantime hearing the shots, the men came run-
ning back and one of them with his machete finished
it. 'The snake was common enough to them, being
nothing- more than a 15-foot boa-constrictor, but for
many a day thereafter at the slightest sound my
-hand would stray toward my right hip and I would
see again those beady eyes swimming in front of
my face.

A few nights after this episode we were ,peace-
fully sleeping, when a sudden terrific commotion
down below awakened us. Pots and pans were

American Quarters
lr -I

other frequent visitors, while now and then I would
glimpse a flock of turkeys in the branches of some
great tree. My first days in the jungle were filled
with surprises and could not have been called mo-
notonous by the most seasoned traveler. About
noon-time of my first day, I made known to my in-
strument-carrier that I was thirsty. He dived into
the jungle and presently emerged dragging a long
vine. Cutting off a piece he motioned for me to
drink. Not quite understanding the modus oper-
andi I motioned for him to drink fir st.. 'Holding the
vine in a vertical posi tion he let a copious stream of
sap flow into his 'mouth. I tried the experiment and
found the water quite cool and pleasant to the taste.
While in that place I drank only water from the
"bejuco," having no stomach for water from the
dirty water-holes frequented by some of my men.

After a few days of jungle we ran into the swamp
proper, where the only plant life was wild cane and
a tall grass called "camelote." We made good prog-
ress and mosquitos were scarce. However, another
and worse plague had come in their stead. Ticks,
literally millions of them, from the size of a pin-
point to the diameter of a lead pencil, found resting
places on my men and myself, and a creoline bath
each night was a necessity.

After we had moved camp twice, the preliminary
line was completed and the Chief sent a German
and me to run an investigation line about forty kilo-
meters back from the Ulua River. I was to deter-
mine the feasibility of draining the great swamp
and the German had the job of making soil tests to
discover whether the land would be suitable for
growing bananas. We took with us thirty natives,
a black cook, fifteen mules, my instruments, and a
month's provisions consisting chiefly of beans, rice.
flour, coffee and sugar. We made camp at the foot
of some mountains on a little river and started work
from there. Our living quarters were manaca
shacks, which were quite comfortable until it rained, AT' I V'II

'. yprca I agewhen they were Iitt le better than no th ing. We had
two flo-ors in our shack, the first floor for instru- .
merits, provisions and the cook, while the German bang ing away, our house shook, and the cook was
and I occupied the second floor. screaming at the top of his voice. Stopping only to

Since we were more or less dependent on our own find our guns .arid a flashlight, we fell down the
prowess to secure meat, it was understood that as ladder and found below a scene of indescribable



confusion. 'The cook was on bended knees by between drinks, and a husky broad-shouldered giant
his bed, his black face a ghastly lavender, the was producing wierd sounds from a dilapidated and
stove was overturned, flour, rice, and beans were complaining violin. In the confusion and smoke, I
scattered about indiscriminately and practically lost my partners and after idly looking on awhile,
two whole walls of our hous ewere gone. After drifted out.
looking around a little, we found the tell-tale tracks
of a tapir, who had evidently blundered into our qn the next day w; .went back to camp and all
camp while seeking a midnight lunch. exc itemen t was over til l anot~er pay day. How-

ever, not all, for we were standing on the back plat-
Sundays were the days that I always looked for- form of the last coach trying to gain some relief

ward. After an abbreviated swim in a little pool, I from the terrific heat, when he stopped at Birichiche.
generally went out after .Looking down the track
turkeys and seldom r e- I saw my first Hondu-
turned without either a ranean fight. About two
turkey or chicken. After hundred yards down the
dinner the German and track, two mozos were
I would either swap methodically car v ing
stories or else, after oil- each other to bits with
ing the guns and ad- machetes. I have neg-
justing the instruments, lected to mention here-
I would find some talk- tofore that all laborers
ative native and ques- in that country carry
tion him to my heart's machetes sharpened to
content. the keenness of a razor.
When our work of' Finally one of the com-

xplora tion was com- -. batants fell, and the
.leted I was sent back to A Weed Burner in Action -- "Ii ':;i' other, seating himself
he railroad and started on his foe's legs, fin-
laying our farms and drains. I again lived in a car, ished him. There were four or five onlookers, who
but this one had a screen door and contained both a were calmly and dispassionately watching the fight
bed and a mattress. Six engineers were in this and who, after it was over, merely shrugged their
camp, and also four farm supervisors. There were shoulders and walked down the track. I was pretty
about five hundred native men, women and children sick for a few minutes, but just then the train pulled
living there in a state of extreme squalor and filthi- ahead and it began to seem more like a dream. -The
ness. The work was monotonous, our only excite- next morning I had occasion to pass that way on a
ment being pay-day. handcar, and found one native dead, beside the track,

. and the other. mutilated past identification by pass-
~hen the ?atIves would get ~runk an~ fi~ht, ing trains. After covering them with banana leaves

v:rh1le the ~hlte me.n followed their s~veral inclina- and erecting two crosses I questioned my men, and
tions .by e~ther gomg to. town, playmg poker, or was told that such an ou!corne to a machete fight
dow ning' hIgh-?alls. While there., I "vent to town was by no means uncommon, and they seemed to
one pay-day WIth three ?ther eng meers and C:, farm give little or no thought; to such a common occur-
supervisor. After cleaning up, we put. on store renee.
clothes" and fared forth to see the SIghts. We .
dropped into "Jack's Place," a combination dance Then came the day of my departure from' ..Hon-
hall, saloon and ganlbling house, where there were a duras. Once more I was seated on the deck of a
"tinpanny" and a violin screeching forth their re- ship, but this time I was watching the now familiar
spective discords and a sound as of great revelry. scene slowly fade frornrview. I was thinking how
A number of men were gathered around a game of true and representative is that fanciful seal given
"draw," another bunch were trying their luck at Honduras by the foreigners on her shores; the seal
roulette, the bar was crowded, a crap game was in consisting of a ragged mozo with machete in hand,
ful swing on the long billiard table, and hard-faced a dark mountain and a banana plant for a back-
brilliant-eyed dancing girls were dancing. A Ian- ground, a vulture in the sky and inscribed over all,
guid looknig youth was hodling forth at the piano the words, "no hay"-( there is no-).

A SAND LIBRARY

In Chicago is a "library" made up of sand-just bottles made of each. These records include the source of the
of sand. There are 2,800 of these bottles' and they form specimen, the grading, silt content, and the. results of
part of the Structural Materials Library of the Lewis colorimetric tests for organic impurities. In most in-
Institute. stances mortar and concrete tests also have been made.

Thi " d libr arv" t t d t d' These tests wer e made to ascertain the suitability of theIS san 1 rary was s ar e en years ago an IS .id ',' f d f t t . th var ious sands for concrete and mortar work.
sal to contain specimens 0 san rom every s a e In e
Union and, from many foreign countries. This is probably the only collection of its kind in

existence, and the information contained on the labels of
Why such a collection? the bottles gives an interesting insight into the. part science
.To help put building on a more scientific basis. Each is playing in modern industrial undertakings.

of the samples has been carefully tested, and a record INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY, November, 1923.
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Kentucky Redeems Herself
H. E. SENF, C. E., '25

Acknowledgment to M», Wrn. R. Purcell and Kentuclo; Highway Engineers.

Kentucky-the "Briar State"-our next-door sary to pay the interest on, and to retire, the bonds.
neighbor, the state known for its colonels, race The roads to receive state aid first are the roads
horses,-and poor roads! And w ell has the state of the inter-county seat system. These roads con-
merited its reputation for poor roads. From the nect the county seats of adjoining counties on the
enviable position of fourth among the states in most direct and practical route. This system in-
mileage of improved roads, Kentucky back-slid in .
ten years to tenth place. And there is little glory
for the back-slider.

But the "Briar State" is now on the way toward
redeeming herself and regaining her lost rank.
The entire state has awakened to the need of good
roads. Encouragement to build better roads is
being given to the counties in the forrn of financial
aid and free advice and help from the State De-
partment of Public Roads. Money for state aid has
been appropriated from the State Treasury to be
provided by levying a five-cent state tax on each
one hundred dollars of taxable wealth. Thus, the
richer counties pay the larger portion of this tax
and 110 of the poorer counties receive more money
from this fund than they pay into it. The state
pays a dollar for each dollar put up by the county
and offers the services of the Department of Public
Roads as a further gratuity, but stipulates that the
money be spent under the supervision of the engi-
neers furnished by the Department of Public Roads.

While it would be possible to collect the money
The Road Before the Improvement

'j
cludes about ten per cent of the total mileage but
will carry abou t eighty per cent of the total traffic.
The methods of road construction used on these
highways are the best known to modern hig hway
engrn eer s.

A commo n sight to riders over concrete roads is
the long, jagged crack which runs longitudinally
for long distances near the center of the road.
Usually the presence of this crack is strikingly

~ advertised by the asphalt which has been generouslyThe Improved Road
'f:

I
by cash taxation and thus provide a small mileage i

each year, it is obviously an advantage to the com- I
munity to realize immediately the benefits of a
large-scale construction program. Immediate con-
struction of a considerable mileag e is made financi-
ally possible by means of a bond issue for roads. The
saving by this method is considerable, as a larger
mileage can be more economically constructed than
isolated stretches built at long intervals. Mainte-
nance over a larger mileage is also cheaper. The in- Grading with Tractor and Scrapers
crease in the value of lands, and in the volume of
business is immediate and substantial and is more applied in effecting a so-called repair. Highway
than sufficient to meet the increased tax rate neces- builders were slow in taking Nature's hint. In the



new Kentucky roads the expansion joints are placed program is to keep the road work out of politics
longitudinally in order to spare Nature the neces- and to keep it in the hands of a trained and capable

organization whose business it is to accomplish the
best results for the least expenditure. The extent·
to which this has been possible is evidenced by the
splendid finished product-roads of which any state
might well be proud.

Road-building, itself, is the tax-payer's burden
and the engineer's problem, but the finished road
is of vital interest to everybody. The average
motorist may not be vitally interested in road bond
issues or in the technical features of road -con-
struction, but he connot help being interested in
that kind of road which w il l enable him to go from
Cincinnati to Lexington in three hours if he so de-
sires. The completed system of roads will enable
the motorist to do this and many other similar
feats, which, up to a short time ago were possible

Metal Forms in Place .L··r ~j. ~ ~~ "'~-"
''> ..«\ I!

sity of making its own unsightly expansion joints.
I t had long been the custom for road builders to

"crown" the road and provide the greatest thick-
ness of section in the center, that part of- the road
which bears little of the traffic. The new high-
w ay s are still crowned to provide drainage but the
center of the road is only six inches thick as com-
pared with a thickness of nine inches along the edge
where the load is applied.

Another feature which had long been applied in
railroad work but which is still unusual in high-
way practice is the super-elevation or "banking"
of the road around curves. The fact that this has
been done in Kentucky, coupled with the fact that
small-radius curves have been eliminated, w ill cut
•..• ~ '. I - ,

down the mortality rate among that class of _l-f........ Mixer and Finisher Used in Concrete Work
motorists which is accustomed to "taking the curves ,\'.) "). i;
on high." only in the dreams of the far-seeing advocates of

The idea underlying Kentucky's road-building good roads.

Re-Enforcing A Lake Front
'J,J _ By W. II. ROSS, M. E., ex-'26

If sand is spread on the sloping sides of a pan of The plant, which is illustrated, utilizes a drop of
W"ater, the motion of the water will move it to the tvvelve feet and controls a back water of over thirty
deepest part of the pan. Such is the condition exist- miles composed of three lakes, Elk, Round, and
ing in all bodies of water. This condition is more Torch.
noticeable in deep inland lakes. This sudden rise of the lake enraged the troubled

An illustration of this waters into a terrific en-
principle is furnished by counter with the shores.
Torch, one of the most These shores which had
beautiful inland lakes. It is settled year after year and
three miles wide and eigh- had become hardened until
teen miles long arid lies to there was but little change
the east of Grand Traverse caused by the water, were
Bay, Michigan. It is un- now being attacked sue-
usually deep, as much as cessfully and was h e d
two thousand feet in sev- away.
er al places. The pro per t y owners

Just recently, the lake who were suddenly aroused
was backed up and used for by their land disappearing
water ·power in the hydro- in large sand dunes slid-
electric plant of the Elk ing into the lake, began to
Rapids Electric Company. search for protection for
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their shores. They were unanimously referred by This second plan was rather expensive and as the
the townspeople to Old Brooks who labeled him- walls quickly became uneven, other plans were
self as an expert shoreman, as it will later be seen tried. The most successful plan tried, was that of

piling rocks loosely against the shore about three
feet high and four feet through the bottom of the
pile which sloped up against the banks of the shore
at the top. Gravel was spread over the top and
worked down through the rocks to help hold them
in place. The three photographs on the opposite
page show a good example of a shore protected in
this manner. Notice the extra care taken to pre-
serve the tree. The figures show the comparatve
size of the rocks. The fourth photograph shows
the same shore line before being protected. The
only objection to this plan was the need of replacing

the stones every three or
four years, due to the ice
displacing them.

The more expensive
plan which was success-
ful, was the use of break-
waters built out into the
lake. The manner in which
a breakwater acts is due to
the sand settling on both
sides and gradually taking

his ability in this line was
entirely theoretical.

The first step made by
Old Brooks was to chain
large logs along the shore
backed by drift wood and
gravel. The logs were to
stop the force of the water
from washing away the
gravel, which in turn kept
the water from the soft
sand banks. Brush was also added to keep the
gravel from slipping.

This was all very well in summer, but the waves
changed their form to ice and crushed through the
chained logs, even breaking them up like matches
and casting them out into the lake for dead heads.
In the spring came a sharp extra rise of over a foot
due to the sudden melting of a large quantity of
ice. I t was then an easy matter for the waves to
wash out the gravel and eat into the land. A good
example of the land being washed away is shown sand from the lake rather than from the shore. As
by the photograph on the opposite page. the water rushes sand down along the shore on

. windy days, it piles it in behind the lee side of the
~ othing daunted, Old Brooks ~ade new pla1!s. breakwa ter s and gradually builds up the shallow

HIS second method for p~otectlon was. to build shoreline which will itself stop ice jams.
walls of concrete, a first COUSInof sand, w hich could '
stand the pressure of the ice. This plan worked Although an expensive experimenter, Old Brooks
fairly well until large cracks appeared in the wa lls became in time an expert shore-man and was of
which were then jammed out of position by the ice. great value to the property owners.

THE DEMAND FOR INDUSTRIAL LEADE.RSHIP

Based on the United States census for 1920, the report leaders in addition to the needed replacements.
shows that of the 41,600,000 persons who were gainfully Against these figures showing the demand for men
employed, less than 4 per cent planned the activities and qualified to fill positions of leadership and responsibility is
directed the energies of the whole working force. In the fact that the total number of engineering graduates
other words, one and one-half million people acted as in this country is only about 70,000, while our engineering
administrators, supervisors and technical experts for 40 schools are turning out at the present time only about
million workers. Looking to the future, the report shows 9,000 graduates a year, many of them do not enter in-
that under the normal increase in population, we shall dustrial work. The supply therefore, assuming that engi-
have about 50,000,000 persons gainfully employed in 1930, neering graduates have been found best qualified to fill the
requiring about 1,900,000 administrators and industrial higher positions, is far from adequate, and certainly indi-
leaders. This means that in the present decade, 1920- cates that there is no over-production of engineers.-Chemi-
1930, we shall need to discover 400,000 new industrial cal and Metallurgical Engineering.
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.
The New Course In Architecture

Not only the alumni but also many students now in school are unfamiliar with the neicest addition to the
courses in .the College of Engineering and Commerce. Permission has been given The Co-op eratiue Engineer to
reprint the following quotation from an article prepared by Dean Schneider for another publication.

Wh'en the co-operative plan was established in 1906, essarily express that talent to the highest degree
it was hoped that a course in architecture might in architecture. He may express it to the highest
be added to the already existing engineering degree in some other form of the applied fine arts,
courses at this institution, but, unfortunately, as, for example, in pottery, in fabrics, in jewelry,
funds have not been available for the co-operative in landscape architecture, or any other field in
course in architecture .until recent years.. The which the fine arts may be applied. Experience
new course was established in September, 1922, with a large number of students over a long
and is under the direction of Professor Cecil period of years in engineering proves this to be
Baker. true in engineering. Two years of experience in

T'h hil h hi h h . b d the architectural work seem to indicate that thee'p 1 osop y upon w rc t e course IS ase may ... ..
b t d b . fl f 11 A hi tee same principle will be found to be true In appliede sate rre y, as 0 ows: rc itecture IS not fi

. I d fi . .. . bl . d . h ne arts.an ISO ate ne art; It IS inevrta y tre up WIt
the other fine arts, To be ,an expert in architec- For the first three years of the course, the school
ture requires a background of history and archae- work is uniform for all students. It embraces ele-
ology, and a knowledge of the fine arts as applied mentary mathematics, mechanics, history, and
to the decoration of buildings and the surround- fundamental courses in the history of architecture
ings of buildings. To be a good architect implies and architectural ornament, architectural design,
also the "feel" for construction. The practice of and archaeology. The studies in history, in arch-
architecture implies knowledge of economics and aeology, and in the history of architecture are co-
utilitarian values in construction. It involves the ordinated, just as we co-ordinate mathematics,
sense of balance, whether that balance be in a mechanics, and design in the engineering work.
facade, a landscape layout, a Japanese print, the For example, the mathematics taught to the En-
sweep of a' sculptural design, or th-e form of a gineers during the first hour each morning is
piece' of- pottery.' It comprehends, further; color used in the mechanics taught the second hour,
values in any form of desigri. and both are used in the design taught in the af-

.The philosophy embraces, also, the principle that a ternoon of the same day. In engineering, one in-
student with a' talen~t in the fine arts ~a~~..n.o_~.nec- structor teaches the three subjects to the Same
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class. This has not been found feasible in archi- are now securin.g one piece. of the finest work of
tecture, but the professor of general history, the the seventeenth century. In pottery we shall do
professor of archaeology and the professor of the same. A chart is now being prepared with
architecture have co-ordinated their work in a the names of the different countries vertically on
similar way. the lefthand side', and the different types of ap-

plied fine arts, including architecture, across the
At the end of three years, the student has had a top. Drawing lines vertically and horizontally,

good grounding in the basic elementary. courses we .have rectangular spaces in which are written,
in .archaeology, architecture, and history; he has 'by expert consultants, the significant and best ex-
had, also, the usual courses in English, in mathe- ample; the best type of Persian tile, or of Japan-
matics and in mechanics. He then decides upon ese print, or of East Indian fabric. It should be
which phase of the work he will continue for two noted that there will be just one piece of, say,
more years. He may elect to continue in arch i- Chinese embroidery. This will be an original, and·
tecture or to go on in landscape architecture or the best obtainable. With this one piece, the
into one of a number of fields of work including students will then be able to visualize what the
pottery, jewelry, interior decoration, costuming designs really look like when they see them in the
and staging, and so on. In any event, he will folios in the library. Without this one piece, the
continue his study of architectural forms and mo- library books would merely show lithographic re-
tives together with his specialized work, so that, productions. In other words, the students win
whether he becomes a jewelry designer, an inter- live daily with the very best examples of all the
ior decorator, a costume or scenic designer, he applied fine art of the different nations, and when
will have a sound background of training in they study design, the illustration and texts will
architectural styles and in the development of de- have a meaning which they would not have with-
sign from the points of view of form, balance, out these typical, or excellent examples.
and color.

The outside, or practical, work will be orga.nized ex-
Naturally, the architectural basis will lie almost actly as the engineering work is organized, but, of

wholly in the classical forms; but a departure will course, with a different kind of training. All of
be taken in a more thorough study of Oriental the students will start on' small house construe-
material, for the reason that the Orientals can tion in their freshman year. When they have
apply. their theories of form, balance, and color learned the construction of a small house, they
with an elasticity and a surety never approached will go to the construction of a larger building,
by Occidental designers. 'This does not mean that as, for example, a steel office building or a ferro-
the architectural students will design Japanese concrete building, going through all the different
houses for America. It does mean that they will processes of the work just as a civil engineer does
give some' thought and study to the basic prin- on construction. At the end of the third year, the
ciples which give the "last touch" to good Ori- students will have had a sufficient background of
ental art. These basic principles underlie the problem work in and out of the University to
best Occidental art; but we have frozen them into come to decisions as to their future careers. Those
cold mathematical rules, where the Orientals who continue in architecture will go intorarchi-
have not. teets' offices on the part-time basis, and the others

• 0 0 0 ••• will go into practical work in interior decoration,
In conjunction With the Iibrary, It IS intended to landscape architecture or any other field' which

build a museum of the applied fine arts. In work- rna be chosen.
ing this out, we decided to select from the differ- y
ent periods of each nation only the best and most The skeptic may question the feasibility of this plan.
significant material of the highest aesthetic value. The only answer is this: The skeptics questioned
For example, we are securing through the Ameri- the feasibility of the engineering and commerce
can Academy in Rome an exact duplicate of plans when they were first broached. A further
Michael Angelo's model of the Dome of St. answer is, that, if our office had a thousand addi-
Peter's, done by Victor F. Hafner, Fellow in the tional co-operative students brought to it sudden-
American Academy at Rome. Similarly, we have ly, we could place them as rapidly as wei could
secured, again through the American Academy, work over the telephone and telegraph, meeting
what is probably the finest model of landscape demands which we have for these students. It
work ever made. This is the work of Mr. R. E. seems therefore that there can be no question as
Griswold, Fellow at the American Academy in 'f ibili ' f h I It d · bilit a

• 0 •• to the east 1 rty 0 t e pan. s esira I I Y m Y
Rome. For illustrative material In books and for .' d 01
mural decorations, we have secured originals by be open to argument and can be questione unti
Dulac, Degas, Puvis de Chavannes, Gainsbor- enough stude·nts have bee~ ~raduated to prove Qr
ough, and others. In Chinese embroidery, we disprove its merit. \
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Inquiry among the architects and, those who work year, the extra years at school ar.e not looked
in the applied fine arts, as, for example, in jewelry, upon as keeping them from practical performance.
w.atches, fabrics, and so on, indicates a ready re- They keep on advancing in their jobs on the' out-
sponse to the co-operative' idea. It should be side, and continue going to school in what is actu-
understood very clearly that the function of the ally post-graduate work. For example, many of
school in this work is to teach the science and the our students are research men in large industries
art and the cultural material underlying the pro- and continue at the University for the extra sixth
fession, and it is the function of the outside agen- year of work, which is post-graduate work. It is
cies to teach what we call the "practice" of that anticipated that a large number of the architec-
profession.· It is the function of the school to tural students will do this, and, in fact, it will be
make the outside work of the highest educational rnade a requirement if the five years of prepara-
value through the various mechanisms already tion will not give them the thorough grounding
devised, and to co-ordinate the theory and prac- which an architect should have, or anyone should
tie-e. It is hoped under this plan to graduate have, in the applied fine arts. '

. architects who will have just as much 'architectu- Ed' ., "I· 1 I trai
1 t ' , d h in ith 1 ~ ucation IS not training. . t IS on y a part 0 train-ra raining. as stu errts ave now In t e usua .. , , " ,
hit 1 h I Th OIlh 'dd' lng. A good training for a man In any professionarc 1 ectura sc 00 S. " ey' WI ave In a 1- 0 • • ,

'. • 0, 0 ' . involves a knowledge of the pr ofess'ion In ItS
- .tion, a well organized sequential training through 10 0 h' h f 11' h kru 1 d f 0

buildi t t·· d . hit t' ffi rea rties, w lC J a ter a , IS t e now e ge 0 ItSUl lng cons rue Ion an In arc 1 ec s 0 ces , 0

" . • ... ' .. • 0 '. • necess,ary forms, processes, economies, restric-
prior to graduation .. Inaddition to these tW·Qes- . d ibili 0 TO' 1 0 1

o , , 0 • . trons an POSSI 1 rties, raining a so Invo ves
sential items of training, the architectural student di 0 li di 0 10 f th 0 d b d d

o h fi . '. 0 lSClP lne,-a lSClP lne 0 e min, 0 y anWill, ave a de nrte contact With applied art In 1 Th di . I' 1 f 1 k
. sou. e ISClPmary va ues 0 rea wor areIts other forms through courses and through prob- ,
1 0 h U 0 0 F 1 d great,--greater than most educators realtze. Stu-ems In te nlverslty.· or examp e, a stu ent . . .
. , ld h bI lik hi dents mature very rapidly under the co-operativeIn costuming wou ave a pro em let IS: o. ,
DOh 0 Ioi f Sh k system, and they attack their work with a serr-esign t e stage settings or any one a a es- ,

'1 "H' 1 ". I ·11b b . d ousness which makes for a type of student bodypeare spays, say am eta t WI e a serve 0

hs h· den t k th f h not found In the usual four-year course.t at t IS stu ent must now t e customs ate
time, the costumes of the time, the' furniture of Upon graduation, the student, having worked
the time, the architecture of the time, and so on. through these new co-operative courses will very
Further, he would be required 'to make these' into likely continue, as his engineering brother does,
a properly balanced "picture" 'of forms and colors. on his upward career and cease going to formal
Problems of this sort will not be restricted to school work; but, as we have found from our ex-
students doing'· only scenic ~work, but whole perience, he will never cease studying. A stu-
classes "will work on them, no matter what their dent who has formed the habit of working and
particular fields maybe. studying at the same time continues this habit in

, 0 '0 later life. The writer's particular hope in thisIf five. years IS found not to be sufficient time to en- k· h d OIlb d d h
hi 0 h ·11 b d' war IS t at stu ents WI e gra uate w acompass t IS aim, t e· course Wle rna e SIX

years long. We now have a general engineering have a wider spontaneity of performance and who
course six years long, which' has proved to be can g(et away "safely" from the more or less
popular and very much ..worth while. Since the mathematical rigors of Palladian motives only.
students arrive at good positions about the fourth -H. S.
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/ THE SPIRAL APPROACH BRIDGE AT
. DUBUQUE, MINNESOTA.' .

.. Hardly' spectacular-s-but very unusual and far from jected to, as the approach would have to Gross two main
"the ordinary line of engineering triumphs, the .spiral ap- thoroughfares. , )',~
proach bridge at Dubuque, Mirinesota, has a singular story Plans for the proposition were pracdcaJI'Y iicog.{plete
connected with it.' The. _, when. a stranger ap-

-account appeared in pea red· before the
the July issue of The Board of Directors of
W,ate.r To~et:', a Chi- the company and pro-
cago Bridge and Iron posed a high bridge
Works publication. with a spiral approach.

The stranger, H0race
Business con d i-E. Horton, spoke to

tions at Dubuque de- Dr. Quig~ey about it,
manded a, bridge of but the latter refused
some sort to take care to 'co~sider the plan.
of the general expan- "Why you fool," he
sion. The citizens had roared, "you would
decided on a pontoon have to build a bridge

.bridge-partly because from East Dubuque
'~Ponto~n Doc" Quig- bluff to Kelly's bluff.;'
le.y, an enterprising I The former smiled and
'citizen, chairman of said nothing. He took
the Dubuque Pontoon the contract, construct-
Bridge Co., had forced ed th ebr.dg e and made it a decided success. Since then rep-
the idea 011 them, and partly because they could think of licas at Clinton, Burlington, Winonia and' elsewhere ha~e
no other. A high bridge, on so high that a steamboat been built and are monuments to Mr. Horton's ing~nuity arid
could go under without lowering her stacks, had been ob- skill. G. H. ELLIO'fT.

BIOGRAPHY IN HIEROGLYPHICS
Men of genius are queer birds. of the. world." And this gentleman was the father of mod-

d . hi 11kIt ern SCIence!No wonder John Dry en In IS we - nown coup e ex-
claimed: So much for m.orbidity. Many oddites are more whim-

"Great wits are sure to madness near allied, sical.
And thin partitions do their bounds divide." Luther, the \ same brooding churchman who received a

No wonder Lombroso, the Italian alienist, who has made vist from Satan, was a spirted guitar player. Cromwell was
the lTIOSt imposing study of men of genius yet attempted, vain of the moles on his face. Byron shaved his brow to
was m.isled to say: make it look higher, and privately chewed tobacco to keep

".Just as giants pay a heavy ransom for their stature from getting fat. N apoleon, gamble~ with empires, habitu-
in sterility and relative muscu la.r and mental weakness, ally cheated at cards. Swift, when hIS body and 'temper re-
~o the gia n ts of thought ~X~1~~~ their intellectual force quir ed relaxation, chased his domestics up and down stair-s
In deg'ener-a t ion and nsvc 0 . WIth a whip. Dumas wrote a cook book.

No wonder, too! that Henry Ward Beech.er with a kind- Rich old] eremy BenthalTI, the. legislative philosopher, and
lier, and to our notion, more acute insig ht, said that the best called "the queerest old man alive," never walked. He
thing that could happen to a man was to be Just a little. trotted-r-fo llowed by his secretaries. He. was frequently
cr az y, mistaken for an asylum inmate pursued by his keepers. In

I t would require a thick volume to record the eccentri- winter he wore a straw hat with a bright green band. In
cities, phobias, foibles, contradictions. and neuroses of the summer, he wore thick leather gloves.
great men of history, but a few bnef and scattered ex- Sir Isaac Newton, greatest of mathematicians, couldn't
amples, picked up .her~. and there over a penod of years, make change. Cuvier, the naturalist, computing that he
may prove of passrng Interest. spent four days a' year shaving, let his beard grow. Beetho-

The "Iron Duke" of Wellington, who defeated Napoleon ven during a period of application, forgot about going to the
at Waterloo was afraid of cats. In fact, the only man in barber's until his beard became two feet long.
the world at that time who feared a feline to the same ex- Adam Srnith.. the political economist, Was' also absent-
tent was Napoleon himself. minded. One Sunday morning he walked twelve miles along

'Peter the Great was afraid to cross a bridge, and would the King's highway and presented himself in a crowded
.cry.out in terror when forced to do so. Caesar was terr ified church clothed- solely in his nightshirt.
at _th~, sound of thunder and would shudder .at the crow~n~ Dr.- Robert- Hamilton,. a -distinguished Erig lish philosophi-
of a cock. Sir Walter SCO!t could never be induced to VISIt cal scholar, apologized to his own wife. on the street for not
Melrose Abbey by moonlight for fear of bogies. Byron having the pleasure of her acquaintance, wore her white
refused to SIt down at a table where salt was served. stockings' to class, and once, when he bumped into a cowan

Goethe Chateaubriand, George Sand and Samuel ] ohn- the road, -tur ned around ~-and said, "I beg your pardon,
son have'said that at times they felt an impulse to commit madam, J hope- you are. riot hurt."
suicide. Beethoven, Schumann and .Cowpe.r, the English Caesar wouldn't scratch. his head for fear of .revealing his
poet, actually made the attempt. Kleist, Beneke and Chat- carefully disguised baldness. Bab;ac was, so vain that he
terton succeeded. always took his hat off when he spoke of himself. "N apo-

Francis Bacon, the philosopher-statesman, was a self- leon, vain of most everything, was' particularly vain of his
medicator. When it rained he would ride out in an open small foot. Buffon said that the.re were but 'five great
coach with bared head to receive "the benefit of irrigation,' geniuses of modern times, "Newton, Bacon, Leihnitz, Mon-
as .he 'put it. He frequently stood on a hill-top so that he tesquieu, and myself." Victor .Hugo, in his old age, attend-

-could absorb the "nitre in the air and the universal spirit ing a performance o~ his drama "H;~r,n~n~,,:'. exclaimed, at a



certain passage, "My God! what a genius the man had who It seems to me it is more than that.
wrote that!" When Oscar Wilde came to the United States Unearth a curious tusk or a grotesque toenail from the
to lecture in 1881, the customs officer asked him if he had marl of some Asiatic swamp, and your biologist will con-
anything taxable. "Only my genius," was his answer. struct for you a facsimile of the monster that has been so

Voltaire., in his old age, drank fifty cups of coffee a day. many tens of centuries dead.
William Hazlitt, the essayist, would sit over. a pot of str ong Admirable notions of lost dynasties have been formed
black tea for hours at a time, "silent, motionless, and self- from a few pots and jars overwrought with etchings and
absorbed, like a Turk over his opium-pipe." He drank a hieroglyphics.
pound of tea a week. D?ctor Johnson once drank 1~ cups The. personalities of great men-of all men, for that mat-
at ~ SIngle. meal. Ar iosto had a .ravenous appetite for ter-are too elusive to be. re-animated so readily. But some-
tt~rnlps. When Handel dined at an Inn he always ordered times one quaint fact, unearthed from the ruins of a rich and
dinner for three-and ate all three. complicated life, will suddenly re.vitalize the object of your

Is all gossip -below stairs, then? Valet whispering to in ter est, and that dead master will step forth from the
chambermaid? Are the giants bending cynical ears to this tomb of his greatness human and faulty, alas, but alive.-
strange tittle-tattle? The Better Way.

THE FRATERNITY CALLED "DRAFTSMEN;'
By CHRISTOPH LOEB, M. E., '24.

For some time past, I have been employed in the tertained by the chief that he had picked a good
drafting rooom of a mach in e tool plant. As this man. Anyone who is familiar with machine tool de-
concern normally employs about twenty draftsmen, sign as practiced in this industry knows at once the

it constitut:s an / reac~i~n this. man I:...... c:>- ,.-._~ ~excellent pomt :of ~ precipitated In the
van tag e fro m III mind of the chief
which to observe ' I, engineer when he:.
the various types i ~ ask ed, "Wha t :_
of individuals who \8 bearing pressures'~
help to compose d 0 yo u a 11 0 w
the fra terni ty of here ?" As the
draftsmen. In this hours went by, it
particular drafting developed that he
room they come ·was plainly at" a
and go on ail aver- I t h toss as 0 ow 0
age of two every proceed with the
month. job at hand. After

Per hap s the . . h". gropIng In t e
most outstanding d k f tar or wo
of the v a rio u s k h dwee s, e con es-
things which I ob- d . 1 .cen lng y In
served was the f d hi .

id d .. orme IS co-rapt epr ccia tion k h
. ' . wor ers t at heof the ImpreSSIons . .

made by a great d id not· Iike the
percentage of new- system h.ere and I':Y)P
comers upon the . t)..,Lf-",o'cl '8 "5 (;:. had. decided to Going
chief and his as- Corning A \ ;" A make a change. \.j ~ ~

sistant, as well as upon myself. Here I learned what Hi~ voluntary r etirernen t anticipated the impending
these two older men had known for a long time. action of the boss.

It' is surprising how many men make a very favor- Another instance is recalle~ in the pathetically
able impression at the time of their first appearance, humoro~ls figur~ of our drafting roo~ clerk. who
and then suffer a swift falling off from the initial made hIS debut In our plant as a mach ine designer,
appraisement. At his last place of employment he had boasted the

One of the most humorous examples was found title of "~h~ef draftsman,". but as there was consi~-
in the person of a "designing engineer" who started erable friction between himself and the sales engt-
to work here two years ago. True to form he made neer, he decided to resign .his po~ition and to let
a good impression at his first appearance. He was another firm benefit from hIS services.
heralded as a man who knew his business, and was We were fortunate "enough to secure the man.
paid a correspondingly good wage. Naturally, the After three days of "designing" he was quietly put
chief engineer assigned to him some of the more im- to detailing, with a corresponding drop in his wages.
portant work which was then in the process of being He did not object, as he was "now in this line" and
designed. > After he had been told what was wanted, was fully aware that he had to become acquainted
he promptly reduced to absolute zero, the belief en- witk the company's methods. After he had spent

THE CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEER
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tVIO weeks at detailing, the chief deicded that he not possess sufficient knowledge of the subject to
would be more valuable to the company if he served "back up" his bluff to some extent.
in the capacity of a drafting room clerk. I do not want to create the impression that there

" . are no good dr af tsmen ; there are some. But the
The really pa.thetrc thmg. about fhis man was that drafting room is an excellent place for self-exposure

he "vas so stupid that he did not know how utterly on the part of the incapable. Be he designer or
impossible it was to "pull a bluff" when his em- draftsman, he soon finds opportunity to draw a
ployer was a capable man, and w hen he himself did graphic picture of his own incompetence.

THE GREAT HORSESHOE MYSTERY
By W. L. C., Ch. E., '24.

T'he final moment in the great horseshoe tourna- final contest. Per haps his mission had to do with
merit at Midwest University was approaching. Leonard's eligibility.
Gloom enveloped the campus, for the championship, Mr. Sherlock Holmes, now a consulting physicist,
so long in the possession of the local school, seemed having moved to an American city where he could
destined to be snatched from its grasp by Wringer smoke and think in quiet, was seated in his apart-
College, its most hated rival. ment w ith his favorite dressing gown, slippers, and

The cause was the unbeatable pitching of "Babe" pipe. A knock at the door preceded the entrance
Leonard. From obscurity, Leonard had developed of a young college man. Breathlessly and without

formalities, the vis ito r
poured out the story of
Leonard's wonderful pitch-
ing and appealed to the great
detective and scientist to ac-
count for the champion's
mysterious power.

For what seemed an in-
terminable period, Holmes
smoked on in silence. Final-
ly, he spoke.

"Would you mind tracing
on a sheet of paper the ap-
proximate path of the shoes
on their way to the peg?" he
asked.

Eager Iy his visitor traced
the lines of force and handed
back the sheet.

After scru tinizng the dia-
gram for some moments
Holmes merely said, "Thank
-you. ' I surmised as much."

"You will come and help
us tomorrow, Mr. Holmes,"
urged the young man, as he
prepared to depart.

"I shall try to be present,"
Holmes replied. He then

overnight into a "wonder man." What made his relapsed into his original meditatvie silence and his
play seem all the more bewildering was the easy caller withdrew.
carelessness or almost indifference that accompanied By the middle of the following afternoon the ex-
it. He threw inshoots or low out-drops or tossed citement of the throng that witnessed the big match
the shoes in weird spirals and slants. But always had reached a ninth-inning intensity. Leonard
with the same result. The thing was uncanny! was at his best. One more toss, and the undis-

One hope remained. Leonard might be disquali- puted championship would rest with him and his
fied. An envoy of Midwest University left town college.
on a mysterious errand the afternoon before the Meanwhile, few had noticed that a tall gentle-
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tained a collection of large carpet tacks. Instantly
the tacks leaped to the, lower surface of the
horseshoe.

The referee's ruling was prompt and positive.
Soon after the close of the tournament, the Big
Ten Horseshoe Conference unanimously voted to
substitute vvooden for iron pegs in all future
contests.

THE BUSINESS OF A CHEMICAL ENGINEER
By CHARLES A. MANN, Ph. D. (From the Hexagon)

The science of chemistry plays so important a part in the chemical engineer must eliminate waste in labor waste in
industrial world of today that many schools and colleges materials used, and must find the proper utilization of the
are devoted to the teaching of the applications of that sub- by-products. All of this falls upon the chemical engineer
ject. "In times past to be a chemist was sufficient in most to work out ~ucce.ssfully. Thus it can be under-stood that
cases, since the designing, construction, and operation of a he must be pnmanly a chemist, and then an e?gineer whose
plant were left to the mechanical enginee.r. In this age, knowledge IS .sufficient to n:eet the demand In the design-
however, vvhere productoin is a big item, the chemist must ~ng, ~onstructIon and ope~atIon of a chemical plant whereby
be something more. He must be. an engineer, trained in the It may be made comm.erC1al~~ successful.
branches of chemistry, able to determine the chemical and For .those of .exec.utIve abi lity the field promises the fore-
physical conditions involved in a process depending on 1nanshII? to begin WIth, then the office of the superintendent,
chemistr y ; and who has the proper mechanical, electrical, and ul tirna tc ly the maI~~gement of the plant. Men, how-
and chemical training correlated to the extent that he is able ever, w.ho. lack that ability are offered other opportunities
to design, construct and operate the equipment in a chemical such a~ sales. eng ineer s, purchasing agents for chemical
factory necessary to make the process commercially sue- companies, sarutar y engrrieer s, and research men.
cessful. In the past many industries have proven unsuccessful be-

The development of any chemical process ordinarily in- ca.use a chemical engineer was .not available. Such indus-
volves five stages. In the test tube stage, it must first be tries usually. employed a chemist and a mechanical engi-
found out that the product can be made.. That being sue- neer, but OWIng to. the unrelated training they were not as
cessful, it is carried to the small quantity stage, in which valuable ~s they. might have been. For instance, during the
the sa.me process is worked out in glass or porcelain equip- ear ly per io d of cane sugar manufactur e the chemist found
m ent In two or three pound lots. If that works satisfactor- that out of a ton of cane producing two hundred sixty-five
i1y, it is next tried. in the serrii-wor ks stage. Here the equip- pounds of suga.r at the factory, less than sixty-five percent
m ent IS made of Iron, steel, or earthenware and the amount was recover~d In t he process of extraction and purification.
of mater ials used vary from twcn ty to twenty-five pounds. The mechanical e~gIneer was consulted, but all of his differ-
ThIS IS done to determine whether the 'process will work ent types of m achincr y produced no better results. Finally,
on a .lar g er scale under .slight~y different conditions. Many after .h undr cds of thousands of dollars had been lost a chemi-
reactions go on very ni ce ly In small quantities but when cal erig rneer ~lscovered that the loss of the sugar was caused
the materials used are in 'lc~.rge anl.oun.ts, requiring stirring by the entraInment. of sug;ar particles it;! t~~ steam coming
and dlffe~ent types of heating they fall to produce a high off the sug~r solution wh ile concentratI.ng In the evapora-
enough Ylel~ to be profitable. From this point, if the previ- tors. The Important point IS the chemical engineer is not
ous process IS successful, the unit plant is designed and built only able to locate the trouble, but IS capable of supplying
e.m bodying the same conditions, the same type of construe- the remedy.
tion and. equipment as th.e thi~d s.tage wou~d indicate to be Such, then., is the ~0r1~ and training of the chemical engi-
n:ost satIsfactory. At this point It would Involve the loca- ricer. If he IS en thusiastic about his work, has initiative and
tion .of. the plant, source of raw materials, available labor, aggressiveness there is no reason why he should not de-
pr oxirnrty of the. market, and method of distribution, water velop. a process of his own and operate' his own plant. Suc-
and power supplies, and the proper disposal of waste created ce.ss IS sure to come to those in this field who are, indus-
111the. I?rocess such as Ob110XI0U~ gases and dust. Now after tr ious and who continues to study and to investigate.
the unIt plant the last stage IS that of production. The R. LAMM, M. E., '28.

Cincinnati .Equitable Fire Insurance Co.
ONCE INSURED-ALWAYS INSURED

OFFICERS DIRECTORS
FRANK J. JONES

FRANK J. JONES LOUIS E. MILLER
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. CHARLES L. HARRISON
CHARLES L. 'HARRISON CHARLES F. WINDISCH
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WM. V. EBERSOLE
LOUIS E. MILLER A. CLIFFO~D SHINKLE

2nd Vice-President JAMES W. BULLOCK

Enw H ERNST.... ORGANIZED APRIL, 1826 C TYLOJR FL·I~LD
• • HARLES • IVINGOOD

Sec'y and Treasurer J OHN D~ SAGE

38 EAST THIRD -ST. Phone, Main 3318
OHIO'S OLDEST FIRE INSURANCE CO. -POLICIES ISSUED FOR SEVEN YEARS

RENEWABLE WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENTS

man in dark clothes was speaking to the referee,
so that the latter's announcement of "time out"
surprised the crowd as much as it did the victorio~s
Leonard. .

In the hush that followed, the man in the dark
suit stepped quietly out of the crowd and walked
toward the peg. Picking up the shoe that Leonard
had just thrown, he held it out and extended be-
neath it a slender hand, the palm of which con-
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The word Engineer is purely a relative term, as we
found to our chagrin, when a sweet girl on our summer
vacation asked us what the number of our engine was.

"LINE UPON LINE"
Dejected Junior-If I'm going to pass this term, I must

reinforce my lines.
Wise Senior-N 0, merely reinforce your line.

AT THE CINCINNATI-CASE GAME
Cheer Leader-What are we going to do?
Rooters-Schmierkas.
Score-Cincinnat, 69; Case, O.

OBIVOUS
Old Mr. Bonetop- Why are all these so-called flappers

flocking to church? '-.Itlli
Young Mr. Solomon-"They are going there to prey,

of course."

Professor-What does a dash before a sentence mean?
Bright One-Five years' hard labor.

-Upper Iowa Collegian.

Sister's playin' tennis
Father's at a stag;

Mother's at a club meet,
Chewin' of the rag;

Baby's in the dooryard,
Ragged as a Turk;

What we need at our house,
Is some one who will work.

- La wr-entian.

A peanut stood on the railroad track
I ts heart began to flutter;

The five.-fifteen went flying past,
Toot-toot-peanut butter.

-Daily Northwestern.

A Case in the Short Circuit Court
A chap was arrested - for assault and battery and

broug-ht before the judge.
J ude'e (to prisoner )-"What is your name, your occu-

pation and what are you charged with?"
Prisoner-"My name is Sparks, I arn an -electrician,

and I am charged with battery."
Judge-"Officer put this guy in a dry cell."

-The Inland Merchant.

C. E. Co-op.-The man was on the bridge when his
foot slipped. He dove 90 feet to the water and wasn't hurt.

Ch. E.-Good thing it wasn't hard water.

Seen in Commons
I

Want
"An Introduction To Logic"

Also
Wanted

Two "Ancient Times."

"Rastus, what's an alibi?"
"Dats provin' dat you wuz at prayer meetin' whar you

wasn't, in order to show dat you wasn't at the crap game
whar you wuz."-Lehigh Burr.

S. P. C. A. Matter
Fond mother to young son-"My boy, you must not

shoot craps, for life is just as pleasant and precious to the
little craps as it is to us"

The First Umbrella

~-

What is Wrong in This Picture?
-A question in anthropology.

Everybody Mistaken
"J ack and Emily are going to be married."
"Emily! I thought she was one of these modern girls

who don't believe in marriage."
"So did Jack."-Ex.

A Difference
A judge, reprimanding a criminal, called him a scoundrel.

The prisoner replied : "Sir, I am not as big a scoundrel as
your honor"-here the prisoner paused, but finally added-
"takes me to be."

"Put your words closer together," said the judge.
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Introducing

Eddie

and

Freddie

Mathematical Instruments - Drawing Materials
Special Prices to U. O. Students

The FERD WAGNER COMPANY
113 E. FIFTH STREET Opposite Post Office

A Reasonable Doubt

The Frenchman did not like the looks of the barking dog
barring his way.

"It's all right," said the host, "don't you know the pro-
verb, "'Barking dogs never bite'?"

"Ah, yes," said the Frenchman, "I know ze prover be, you
know ze proverbe; but ze dog, does he know ze proverbe?"

Low Visibility

A budding author sent a humorous paragraph to the edi-
tor of a daily paper. Not finding it printed within a rea-
sonable length of time or hearing from the editorial depart-
ment, he wrote to inquire about it. "I sent you a joke about
ten days ago. I have heard nothing respecting its safe re-
ceipt and should be glad to hear whether you have seen it."

The editor's reply was as follovvs: "Your joke arrived
safely, but up to the present we have not seen it."-Cipsco
News.

Corryville Home Bakery
and Lunch Room

2713 VINE STREET

I

Let us be your P1'inter-uWe' strive to please"

I I-..4AKEWOOD ·PRINTING COMPANY
I

I COMMERCIAL PRINTERS
-AND FOLDING BOX MANUFACTURERS-

Phone, Canal 6938 120 Opera Place

Partners in Peril
~~;e-"Say, driver, not so fast-this is n1Y first trip on a

taxi.
Driver-"Mine, too."-Sydney Bulletin.

You CO-OPS Know. -
that the best way to learn is to do. We
have learned how to meet your every ex-
pectation during the 25 years we have been
supplying Jewelry to school, fraternal and
other organizations. We have an interest-
ing variety of dance favors, novelties and
gifts. Come down to the people you know--

M~~:s THE MILLER JEWELRY CO.
Retail Greenwood Bldg. 6th and Vine

Ear Work
Lazy Mike-"I have a new position with the railroad

company."
\Veary Rhodes-"What is it?"
Lazy Mike-"You' know the fellow that goes alongside

the train and taps the wheels to see if everything's all right?
Well, I help him listen."-Good Hardware.
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The Meaning of
ARMCO Ingot Iron

Each word in this well known name has its special
significance to the user of iron and its products

ARMCO
ARMCO is the family name of
the products of the Atnerican·
Rolling Mill Company,

It stands for research and quality.

-for analysis and purity that
banish chance from process and
product.

-for special irons and steels for
special uses, in order to increase
resistance to corrosion as well
as wear.

-for conservation and true
economy in the use of ferrous
metals.

Ingot-Iron
Ingot Iron, a' "molten metal
poured into' moulds, is the best
known Armco product.

It stands alone, a distinctly differ-
ent material, the first and only
commercially pure iron.

It differs from wrought iron, for
it is uniforrn in quality, purer,
and contains no weakening slag
inclusions.

It is purer and more uniform
than steel, has a smoother, closer
texture arid is more free from
occluded gases.

It is especially adapted for use
where corrosion must be met,
is ideal for welding processes,
for conducting electricity, and

~as a base for enamelor spelter.

THE AMERICAN ROLLING MILL CO.
Middletown, Ohio
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A Long Green Roll
She.-"See how the tide comes in with its long green r oll."
He-"The tide must r ea lz.e that there isn't any use com-

ing here \V~ thout o n c."
f·!

What Every Motorist Knows
Guff-Some bandits robbed the bank and escaped in your

car.
Nuff-Robbed the bank? \rVell, then, maybe they can af-

ford to run the car."-American Legion Weekly.

On your. deposits
makes. a savings
accourit a profit-
able, growing in-
v est men t. We
will glady serve
you at our

UNITY
North Cinti. Branch

- Vine & Calhoun

The
PROVIDENT

<,Savings Bank &, Trust Co.
I
: Seventh and VineLost Control

A certain gentleman, whose nature it is to be quiet sur-
prised some of us by being most talkative one morning.
We later found, out. .he.ihad.ccomc.rto. work with his. wife's
teeth instead of his own:' - - - - -- -_.- .._- -

Have Your Lunch With Us

University Lunch ROODl
EUGENE SCHMID, Proprietor
243 West McMillan

On Approval
The steward insisted that the sea-sick passenger try to

ea t a li tt le.
"I will bring you. some. dinner," he said.. .'
"Very well," said the passenger wanly, as he gazed across

the bounding deep; "1.guess you can bring me some on ap-
,proval." . .

"On approval, sir, I don't understand."
. "On approval," groaned the other- weakly, "you see I may

not want to keep it."

Why do all successful men
carry large policies of

Life Insurance?
They realize that Life Insurance-. _
(1) Capitalizes Present and Future Earn-

ings.

(2) Creates an immediate Cash Estate.
(3) Makes possible a stabilizing fund to

protect the Business.
(4) Provides a Guaranteed Monthly In-

come: for wife 'or dependents.
(5) Enables: the insured 'to Guarantee

himself a Monthly Income at age
60-65'.

RALPH HOLTERHOFF
Canal 424 Keith The~tre. Building

ASSOCIATES
WaIter R. Hyman Lucy Blackburn M. A. Boyle
Gilbert J. Rickel Herbert G. Cere Griffith L. Resor

GENERAL AGENT
State Mutual Life Assurance Company

of Massachusetts
Rooms Nos. 812-818-525 WALNUT ST.

Hard to Please
A Quaker had gotten himself into trouble with the au-

thorities. and the sheriff' called to escort him to the lock-up.
"Is your husband in'?" he inquired of the good wife. who

carrie to' the door. > •

"My husband will see thee," she. replied. "Corrie in."
The sheriff entered, was bidden to make himself at horne,

and was hospitably entertained for half an hour, but no hus-
band appeared. At last th esheriff grew impatient.

"Look here," said he, "1 thought you said your husband
would see. me."

"He has seen thee," was the calm reply, "but he did not
like thy looks and has gone another way."
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Most popular
college sport

"As I look back on my college (lays," said the
old grad, "it strikes me there were more men play-
ing blind man's buff than all other games combined.
I understand this is still the case.

"Get me straight. It was no child's play. What
we were groping around for was pretty serious
business-nothing less than a career.

"Too many men are in the dark as to what they
will do after graduation. Either they neglect to
specialize in anything, or hastily select a major which
they afterwards regret.

"I know I would be considerably ahead in
business if back at college I had sat down for a few
hours' earnest thought to find out just what work I _
liked best-and then gone in for it heart and soul.

"Pick the thing that appeals to you, and don't
let them tell you that particular line is overcrowded.
Talk this over with graduates you know. Talk it
over with _your professors. Talk it over with the
industrial representatives next Spring. Most of all,
talk it over with yourself.

"The main thing is to get on the right track and
to keep going. 'I'here 's no fun in being 'It' in the
game of life, with every change in fate ready to push
you off an uncertain course."

r published i~r the interest of iiee. ~
trical Development by

an Institution that will
he helped by what-

\
... ever help s the

Industry. )

~9Jt~rJ!Jl BIte/ric Company
Wherever people look to electricity for the

comforts and conveniences of life today, the
Western Electric Comoans offers a service as
broad as the functions 0/ electricity itself.

Number 32 0/ a series
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"THE HOUSE OF GOOD EATS"
CAFETERIA SERVICE

PUBLIC SALES \- 11 A. M. to 2 P. M. 5 P. M. to 8 P. M.

Special Orders at All Hours

We have purchased 122,000 pair U. S. Army MODERATE PRICES QUICK SERVICE

Munson last shoes, sizes 5! to 12, which was HOME BAKED PIES-Like Mother Made
the entire surplus stock of one of the largest
U. S. Government shoe contractors. RIEHLE'S CAFETERIA

211 West McMillan Street
This shoe is guaranteed one hundred per W. 5490

cent solid leather, color dark" tan, bellows
tongue, dirt and waterproof. The actual A S Th.
value of this shoe is $6.00. Owing to this ure Ing ...

- , A speculator on the stock exchange was srttrng In a
tremendous buy we can offer same to the friend's office, and during the conversation, which was most-
public at $2 95 ly about stocks and bonds, he informed his friend that he

. · had picked up a cheap thing during the winter.
. "I t stood at thirty-three. then, and yesterday it touched

Send correct SIze. Pay postman on delivery eighty-four!" he said.
or send money order. If shoes are at ;;By Jove! You ~re lucky. What is it?" asked his friend.

n as A thermometer, was the reply.
represented we will cheerfully refund your
money promptly upon request.

Appreciated the World
NATIONAL BAY STATE Over for Their Excellence

SHOE CO.
296 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Every genuine Alteneder Instrument is

stamped "T. A.:' "T. A. & Sons:' or
"T. A. Alteneder & Sons."

~~).'llIHG/"'J

~ f1:~[ ~

~PHIUD[IPHIA~

~ ~~N5~ $

Ragman-"Any old rags, iron or paper to sell?"
Hubby-" I don't know, my wife's away for the summer." Catalogue on Request

-Ragman (srniling l-e-v.Arry empty bottles?" TDEO. ALTENEDER & SONS
Set No. 2066 1217 Spring Garden St., Phila.

In Case, $34.50

Where Better Furniture Consistent to the Last

C N M The great banker lay on his deathbed. Many fr ie.ndsosts 0 ore gathered about his bed. The attending physician w1his-_
pered, "I fear he is nearing the Great Divide."

"Tell them not to divide till I get there," whispered theHENSHAW'S dying man.-Hours at Powers.

Elm and Canal Cincinnati, Ohio T'h W I Keater amman
Tact · Manufacturing Co.

He-"Darling, I will lay my fortune at your feet F' FIRE RETARDANT
She-"Your fortune is not a very large one." ,
He-"No, but it will look large beside your feet!" I)OOR CONSTRUCTION

Spring Grove and Monmouth Street
Phone West 2060-2061 Prompt Auto Delivery CINCINNATI OHIO

Louis Reinert
Fancy and Staple Groceries

All Kinds of Meats McMillan St. and Clifton Ave.
A tter class bring your girl to

The Lesser of Two Evils Th,e Crystal Confectionery
"Waiter, will the or chestr a play anything you ask?" J A d h C M M'll d cur
"Y . d d' thi t 11" ust roun t e orner c I an an I tones, In ee , SIr; any ing a a .

"Then please ask them to try a gam~:'~i~t:~!fl~4§~".',-..'
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FAY A. NORTON
HOME BUILDING-. REAL ESTATE

706 TRACTION BUILDING
Main 1394 Woodburn 5658-L

Why Editors Die Young
Kansas Paper-"We wish to apologize for the manner in

which we disgraced the beautiful wedding last week.
Through an error of the typesetter we were made to say
'the roses were. punk.' What we should have said was 'the
noses were pink."-B. C. A. News.

YOUR BARBER

CHRIST BALLAUER
228 West McMillan Street

In Court Parlance
"The next person who interrupts the proceedings will be

sent horne," said the judge.
" "Hooray!" shouted the prisoner.-Proceedings.

OPPOSITE COLUMBIA THEATRE

ATHERTON'S RESTAURANT
"Where Home Cooking Is a Habit"

Open 11 A. M. to 7 P. M. 2546 VINE STREET

Kieneman
Printing
Company,

Main 7691

124 Government Place

Printers of .
this Magazine

\W'

Jcme [ngraving (g.
P~ONE: 128 Opera Place DESIGN ING
MAl N R~TOUCHING
7046 CINCINNATI P~OTOGRAPHING

HAL~-TON ES
ZINC ETCJ·~ING
PROC~SS PLATtS

Just as Easy

First Tramp-"Pat, what is the distance to Indianapolis?"
Second Tramp-"How did yez know my name?"
First Tramp-"I just guessed it."
Second Tramp-"Then yez can guess the distance to In-

dinapolis."
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Tender Memories
I rose and gave her my seat;

I could not let her stand-
She made me think of mother, with

That strap held in her hand.
-Orange Owl.

Ladies-Gentlemen Sandwiches of All Kinds

VARSITY LUNCH ROOM
CLIFTON AND CALHOUN, Opp. Hughes

Breakfast-Dinner-Supper Chas. Kern, Prop.
Across From University Campus

Phone, Avon 3116

The J. H. Fielman Dairy Co.
Pasteurized Milk and Cream

And Other Dairy Products

2519 VINE STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO I

SHOP LIGHTING.

In an address delivered before the members of the
Western Pennsylvania Division of the National Safety
Council, Pittsburg, Pa., March, 1918, by C. W. Price, the
importance of good lighting in industrial establishments
was discussed, and the disadvantages of poor lighting were
clearly shown by some figures mentioned by Mr. Price.

A large insurance company analyzed 91,000 accident
reports, for the purpose of discovering the causes of these
mishaps. It was found that 10% was directly traceable to
inadequate lighting and in 13.80/0 the same cause was a
contributory factor. The British Government in a report
of the investigation of causes of accidents determined a
close parallel to the findings of the insurance company
above quoted. The British investigators found that by
comparing the four winter months with the four summer
months, there were 39.5% more men injured by stumbling
and falling in winter than in summer.

Mr. "John Calder, a pioneer in safety work, made an
investigation of accident statistics covering 80,000 indus-
trial plants. His analysis covered 700 accidental deaths,
and of these 45% more occurred during the four winter
months than during the four summer months.

Mr. C. L. Eschleman, in a paper published in the pro-
ceedings of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
several years ago, reported the result of an investigation
of a large number of plants in which efficient lighting had

Handicapped been installed. He found that in such plants as steel
A Brooklyn colored man was all beaten up and the judge mills, where the work is of a coarse nature, efficient light-

advised him to keep out of bad company. "I kain't yo' ing increased the total output 2%; in plants, such- as te-xtile
honor," replied the man. "I kain't get enough money to- mills and shoe factories, the output was increased 10%.
gether to obcure a dee.-voce.-Ex.________ "______ In an investigation of the causes of eye fatigue, made

A Forlorn Hope by the Industrial Commission of Wisconsin, it was found
"This is my car," exploded the irate tourist to the garage that in a large percentage of industries, such as shoe,

man, "and what I say about it goes-see?" clothing and textile factories, the lack of proper light-
Just then a dir tyFaced machinist crawled out from under Ing (both natural and artificial) resulted in eye fatigue

the dead engine and said: "Say 'engine,' mister." and loss of efficiency. At one knitting mill, where a girl
_____ . was doing close work under improper lighting conditions,

Heartless Man her efficiency dropped 50% every day during the hours
"Daddy," said his weeping little daughter, "a naughty from 2:30 to 5:30 P. M.

man broke my new sled with his automobile.
"Did he?" cried the father, jumping up. "Where is he?" The above mentioned incidents indicate how importanb
"Oh, you'll easily catch him, daddy," said the. little one. a factor lighting is in the operation of the industrial

"Two men just carried hiITI into a drugstore."-Boston plant. It has been well said, "Light is a tool, which in-
Transcript. creases the' efficiency of every tool in the plant." Glare

or too much light is as harmful as not enough lighting,
and in no case should the eyes of the workers be exposed

EVERY engineer should know""ApOLLOBest Bloom and t·o direct rays, either of sun or electric light.
. Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets, American Bessemer Windows and reflectors should always be kept clean;

and Open Hearth ~te~l Sheets; ~nd KEYSTONE?opper Steel that is, cleaning them at least once a week, for where dust

SRai:;and Galvamzeds d~~r:::::af~::~::::::::c:oei:sci:~::r:a:::dli:::a:~
. ". tages, is a strong incentive towards keeping working

. . . places clean, for it clearly exposes any place where dirt
or other material has been allowed to collect. White walls

We manufacture SHEET AND TIN MILL PRODUCTS .for all pur- and clean windows glazed with Factrolite Glass will elimi-
b~~~~_;~l:~~~~:~~sF~:;:::~~~fi~e:~~ nate the sun glare and increase the illumination 25 to 50
~~~n:~rF1~::,~~1c";:nis~~J:f~h~~i~ fee~ from the window from 38% to 72% as compared with
for stamping)" Stove and Range Sheets, plain glass.
Automobile Sheets, Electrical Sheets.
~]~ctnpli;~ ~~~~esol~{t~~~i-:l~:~~~:i Lighting is of primary importance to every employer

; merchants. KEYSTONE qual ity is of par- and fully warrants a careful investigation of the subject,
tlCular Interest to you. Send for booklet. for there is no substitute for good lighting, and if it is

not supplied the efficiency of the entire working force
must suffer a serious reduction.

A~ Italian who kept a fruit stand w3;s much annoyed by If you are interested in the distribution of light
possible customers who made a practice of harid ling the' through Factrolite we will send you a copy of Laboratory
fr uit and pinching it, thereby leaving it softened and often Report-"Factrolited." .
spoiled. Exasperated beyond endurance, he finally put up . .
a sign which read: "If you must pincha da fruit-pincha da
cocoanut!"-The Crow's Nest! MIS SIS SIP P I W IRE G LAS S CO.,

Revenge
"I say, that's my umbrella!" 220 Fifth Avenue,
"I don't deny it. I bought it at a pawnshop."

Anticipation St Louis. New York
Fifty-"Is the pleasure of the next dance to be mine?" • " •
Twenty-e-l'Yes.. all of it."
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